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According to latest estimates, as many as 47% of the 
Jewish marriages now taking place are intermarriages. 

Studies of the religious backgrounds of the followers 
of the Reverend Moon ("Moonies," as they are pop
ularly called) reveal that as many as 45% of them are 
Jewish! 

How does one assess this loss of Jewish neshamos? 

Nisson Wolpin 

Much of the discussion in the English language 
media centers around demographic tables: Jews seem to 
have the smallest families among all ethnic and 
religious groups ... Jewish population losses of World 
War II were never replenished ... Children of inter
marriages - especially when a Jewish man "marries 
out" - tend to be brought up in their mother's religion 
... What does this portend for the Jewish community? 
Does it have a future? 

Intermarriage 
THE TORAH VIEWS the defection of one single Jewish 
soul from Judaism as the ultimate tragedy, for is not 
"one solitary Jewish life an entire world"? And an in
termarriage is nothing short of a full-fledged defection 
- jumping fully into an alien life: "And you will marry 
their daughters ... and worship their gods" (Shemos 
XXVII, 17). The Jew who abandons his life's destiny by 
establishing a non-Jewish household is a world 
destroyed, and - further - he forever severs his role as 
a perpetuater of his timeless heritage. When a wife in 
an intermarriage is a non-Jew, the children are non
Jews. And when she is Jewish - how can her children 
possibly accept J udiasm as an inviolable way of life that 
demands almost any sacrifice to preserve its integrity, if 
their mother demonstrated that "love" - not religious 
fidelity - is the supreme factor in life's most urgent 
decisions? 

The Causes of Defection 

IT WOULD SEEM THAT if this terrible tide of defection 
were to be attributed to any single cause it would be the 
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total lack of priority the intermarrying Jew assigns to 
his Jewishness. Beyond doubt, this is an outgrowth of 
meagre experience, if any, with the richness of a Torah 
life. To be sure, the boundless opportunities for social 
and economic advancement that American life offers, 
coupled with the personal mobility and ever-shifting 
ideological fads that are part of the American scene, 
combine to remove any but the most firmly anchored 
individual from the convictions and practices of his 
heritage. Only a Jew steeped in Torah values and com
mitted to a Torah way of life will be much less swayed 
by all of these disturbing factors. 

By the same token, if a program for preventing inter
marriage is to have a primary thrust, it would certainly 
be as a massive Torah education campaign, both on the 
intellectual and experiential levels, for adults and 
children alike. (Simple enough to state, but difficult to 
plan, and almost Quixotic to finance and execute.) 

There are surely as many methods of anchoring the 
drifting Jew to Judaism as there are facets to the human 
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personality; and there are probably an equal number of 
styles in movements and attempts at bringing Jews 
home to their heritage. To fully succeed, however, a 
program must be based on Torah study, and ultimately 
it must aim for fullest acceptance of all mitzvos - even 
so-called minutiae .... A Sabbath observance that does 
not aim at including the muktza laws of forbidding the 
handling of unnecessary objects can ultimately 
degenerate into full Sabbath violation (Talmud: Shab
bos 123b); and a kashrus observance that does not 
respect the prohibitions of bishul akum (foods prepared 
by a non-Jew) can backslide into a total abandonment 
of Torah and mitzvos, uninhibited fraternization with 
non-Jews, ultimately leading to intermarriage (Talmud: 
Avoda Zora 38a). Thus, there can really be no success
ful Torah regeneration program, even with the minimal 
goal of preventing intermarriage, unless its scope is of 
fullest range. 

The AJ Committee Survey 

HOW IS THE AMERICAN JEWISH ESTABLISHMENT 
responding to the mounting incident of intermarriage? 
For one, the American Jewish Committee is embarking 
on a well-publicized study of intermarriage: its causes, 
its implications, and recommendations for reduction of 
its incident and impact. 

It is difficult to imagine an assimilationist group such 
as the American Jewish Committee, headed by Jews 
who are themselves married to non-Jews, taking any 
kind of meaningful position against intermarriage. It is 
even more difficult to imagine the nominally Jewish 
civil-liberties group producing a red-blooded program 
to combat assimilation at its worst. And it is impossible 
to imagine the Committee, which maintains only one 
kitchen at its New York City headquarters - a treife 
one - even wagging an admonishing finger at kashrus 
violations, let alone recognizing the Talmud's bishul 
akum factor! 

Nonetheless, the AJ Committee is launching its study 
- which is being ;nstituted on a pilot basis in New York 
City, two of its suburban counties, Philadelphia, 
Cleveland, and San Francisco - and it should at least 
prove interesting 

The Consultation Session 

TO KICK-OFF THIS STUDY the American Jewish 
Committee convened a special "consultation" session 
about a year ago involving Jewish sociologists, legal ex
perts, and rabbis of all "denominational shades." 

The purpose of this meeting was "to help gather 
preliminary materials on the subject. The thrust of the 
discussions were deeply disturbing. Rabbi Max Rout
tenberg of the Jewish Communal Affairs Commission, 
former president of the (Conservative) Rabbinical Al
liance, who chaired the session,* 

"" All direct and indirect quotations are taken from the published 
proceedings of the AJC consultation session. 
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Percentage of Jewish Marriages in USA Involv
ing a Non-Jewish Partner 

1931 
1941-45 
1946-50 
1951-55 
1956-60 
1961-65 
1966-72 

3.0% 
6.7% 
6.7% 
6.4% 
5.9% 

17.4% 
31.7% 

"urged the participants to speak directly to the is
sues raised as to the Jewish community's respon
sibility to converts and to the non-Jewish partners 
of mixed marriages." 

Not, mind you, a word about the motivation of the 
converts, and the nature of their conversions, that 
leaves 99% of all converts (surely 100% of those that are 
converted by anything less than an Orthodox beis din) 
in fact still non-Jews! Not an iota of concern over the 
resultant irreparable damage to the integrity of the 
Jewish community and the principles on which it is 
founded! As for "the Jewish community's respon
sibility ... to the non-Jewish partners of mixed mar
riages" - is Rabbi Routtenberg actually in favor of roll
ing out a Welcome Wagon to these partners in the 
destruction of Jewish continuity? 

Rabbi Routtenberg also contended that: 
"the rising high rate of intermarriage accom
panied by a decreasing rate of conversion gives 
the issue communal urgency. It is not a question 
of policy, but of addressing growing numbers of 
non-Jews who have entered the Jewish kinship 
network that has important immediate long-range 
implications for all aspects of Jewish life, for in
dividuals and institutions and all communal agen
cies both secular and religious." 

The "urgency," in his view, focuses on those who 
have "entered the Jewish kinship network," not led to 
its disintegration; and the problem is to address them. 
How? - And for what purpose? 

Other participants also felt that organized hospitality 
programs should be initiated to make converts more 
welcome; and that special departments should be 
created within existing social agencies to encourage 
non-Jewish partners of mixed marriages to convert to 
Judiasm. For example: 

Rabbi Seymour Siegel (of the Jewish 
Theological Seminary) declared that converts are 
a good thing for the Jews, in spite of the Talmudic 
dictum that "converts (Gerim) are hard for the 
community." In an open society, converts are es
pecially important to maintain the Jewish com
munity. 
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How can the American Jewish Establishment lead the fight against inter
marriage, if it has led the way to its threshhold by speeding up the assi
milation process? Sure enough, in its views, the problems of inter
marriage are those that deal with the non-Jewish partner's adjustment, 
his families' sensitivities, and expediting conversion of their offspring. 

Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman of Central 
Synagogue went further, however, and asserted 
the Jewish community's obligation to reach the 
children of such marriages and bring them into 
the Jewish community. It is important that com
munal agencies be involved in helping to solve the 
social and psychological problems which may sur
face after conversion. Rabbis should be more 
open to such cooperative efforts. There is nothing 
wrong with trying to bring potential converts 
closer to "holiness" even when no such interest is 
expressed. 

All adding up to an acceptance of intermarriage as a 
part of Jewish life without even a note of caution or 
regret. The only real problem intermarriage seemed to 
pose to these American Jewish Committee discussants 
was that of diminishing the "numbers" of the Jewish 
community - never mind the serious compromising of 
the actual make-up of the Jewish community by 
soliciting spurious conversions and considering them as 
one of the family. 

Two voices spoke up against indiscriminate, broad
based invitations to non-Jews to convert. One, iden
tified only as "a participant," did 

regard communal endorsement of conversion as 
indiscreet and potentially dangerous since it might 
be seen as giving official a priori license to inter
marriage. He nevertheless urged moderation 
within a Halachic framework. He pointed out that 
the community has in the past benefitted from 
conversion and we must also reckon with social 
realities and accept the fact of conversion .... 

Hardly a strong line against damaging inroads 
against Judaism and Jewry! 

Only Rabbi Norman Lamm (The Jewish Center of 
Manhattan) took strong exception to the entire 
"positive" approach to encouraging conversion, and 
acceptance of mixed marriages: 

Rabbi Lamm felt that the organized community 
should not take any position or plan an outreach 
program to converts. People who have converted 
are to be treated as Jews without distinction and 
dealt with in terms of their individual needs. The 
community has no responsibility to the non
Jewish spouse who has chosen to marry a Jew. 
Although he does not recognize non-Orthodox 
conversions, the needs of the community at large 
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dictate that each Jewish grouping should deter
mine its definition of a convert and work within 
it. He is concerned that the more Jews relax im
portant Halachic restrictions in the name of 
humanitarian considerations, the more likely we 
are to weaken overall traditional inhibitions. By 
encouraging communal hospitality to non-Jewish 
spouses, we open the door wider to mixed mar
riage and further endanger Jewish survival. 

But in the report's Summary, the American Jewish 
Committee was basically concerned with launching its 
survey-study-report. 

Professor Erich Rosenthal, sociologist and 
researcher, indicated the need for statistical 
materials and decried the paucity of available 
data. He regretted that the statistics compiled by 
the Jewish Population Study of the CJFWF are 
not complete and cannot be relied on as a sole 
source of information. In the subsequent discus
sion, concern was expressed by participants in
volved in interfaith programming that the sen
sitivities of the family of the non-Jewish partner 
are disregarded. Some attention must be given to 
this area. 

(Now, a new area of concern: The Sensitivities of 
"the Irish family of Abie's ... Rose"! Here, I believe, 
the New York Archdiocese would join The Jewish 
Observer in finding but one cure for their injured feel
ings - dissolution of a marriage doomed to suffer 
endless crises, and designed to compromise each fami
ly's respective hope for perpetuation.)- Rabbi Lamm"s 
caution duly noted and promptly forgotten. 

This all brings to mind a parable by Reb Elchonon 
Wasserman 7""Yl, wherein the presence of a gang of 
pickpockets is detected in a crowd in a Warsaw market
place. The people frantically shout: "Chap dem ganev! 
Chap dem ganev! (Catch the thief! Catch the thief!)." 
Foremost among the shouters is the chief ganev 
himself, deflecting attention from himself as the leading 
culprit. 

Who's leading the battle-cry against the in-roads of 
assimilation and the losses by intermarriage? None 
other than ... the leader of the assimilation pack. 

If the American Jewish Committee is serious about 
fighting intermarriage, it could make a healthy begin
ning by inviting an Orthodox rabbi to kasher its 
kitchen, as a first step .... 
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Conversion Out Of The Fold 
EVEN THE MOST LIBERAL of Jewish organizations finds 
conversion out of Judaism an inconceivable loss. The 
recent fad of joining the exotic Messianic "religion" of 
Reverend Moon has attracted a disproportionate 
number of Jewish youth, and has sent waves of alarm 
across Jewish communities. 

What attracts Jews to these strange cults? Why are 
they so vulnerable? 

The Cleveland Symposium 

VIVIAN WITT OF THE CLEVELAND JEWISH NEWS reported 
on a recent symposium devoted to the topic at the Tem
ple in Cleveland Heights, Ohio. The participants in
cluded: 
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Bob and Richard Greenwald [who had been] 
"mesmerized" into joining Rev. Sun Myung 
Moon's Unification Church, which claims 6000 
members. "At least 40 to 50 per cent of the church 
members are Jewish," claimed Richard. "They get 
maybe 20 recruits a day - at least half of whom 
stay," he added. 

Richard described himself as a well-adjusted 
youth who had an excellent relationship with his 
parents and brother, prior to his cult involvement. 
Declaring he was a victim of "mind control," 
Richard said that "after 5\12 weeks in the cult 
which supposedly espoused God and love, I 
would have killed - even my parents." 

"Brainwashing" was further accomplished by 
the standard techniques. Finally, Greenwald's 
parents went to California and 'kidnapped' him. 
They had enlisted the aid of Ted Patrick, the 
renowned "deprogrammer" who got Richard to 
listen to logic. ("Deprogramming" simply means 
that your mind gets going again, you start think
ing for yourself.) 

Rabbi Norman Roman and Rabbi Herbert N. 
Schwartz summed up the reason cults are at
tracting so many of our Jewish youth. Rabbi 
Roman declared that cults are "filling the 
vacuum" of protest causes abandoned by young 
people who are disenchanted by assassinations, 
Watergate and the Vietnam War. 

"People turn inwards during times of frustra
tion, and the Manson philosophy of 'helter 
skelter' means literally to pick up on these 
frustrations." 

Rabbi Schwartz declared that youth are "cap
tivated by easy answers. Youngsters seek 
simplicity which is not part of living. They want 
'instant' answers but do not know the questions." 

He said that Jewish youth may be particularly 
susceptible to cults because they are taught u
niversal values and given freedom of choice. 

"Liberal Judaism particularly appeals to the intel
lect rather than appealing to mysticism and emo
tions. Therefore, youngsters frequently seek 
emotional experiences," said Schwartz. 

This should be understood as an obvious signal that 
Liberal Judaism, for all its "intellectual appeal," does not 
have the basis for fulfilling the Jew's longing tor 
transcendental. Even its relevance is short-lived, limited 
as it is to causes of transient appeal. (By definition, 
doesn't every "issue of relevance" carry its own seed of 
obsolescence?) Somehow, this obvious message escaped 
the symposium membe.rs of Cleveland Heights. 
Somehow, as they retired from their discussions for 
coffee and doughnuts, no one thought of retiring from 
Liberal Judaism to embrace a full-bodied, all encompas
sing Torah Judaism. No one dared trace back The Tem
ple's own role in ushering its members out of Judaism; 
recalling how chipping away the Sabbath services' 
historical integrity by dropping one Yekum Purkon 
eighty years agoresultedin the subsequent crumbling of 
every aspect of the Jewish identity of one-third of The 
Temple's membership - one-third that has married out 
of the faith! 

The Baltimore Question 

A BALTIMORE MOTHER of a convert to the Episcopal 
faith, however, did ask "Why Has My Son Joined a 
Monastery?" in the December 26 edition of the 
Baltimore Jewish Times, and she came up with a dif
ferent, far more probing, answer. 

We do not know whether or not "A Jewish Mother" 
(as she signs the article) has rebounded completely to a 
Torah way of life by virtue of her tragic collision with 
assimilation carried to its extreme. But, the "reassuring 
(Christian) prayers ... familiar from our temple" serve 
as a clear indictment of the un-Jewish Reform religion 
as an ineffective barrier against assimilation. And her 
sensitive understanding of the need for an all
encompassing religious commitment certainly puts her 
on the right track. 

For as she has learned, there are no "little things" in 
Jewish life. The very first deviation from Torah - the 
first" extra" prayer dropped from the Siddur - is a leap 
toward shmad. As we say twice daily in the Shma: 
"Take heed lest you stray after your hearts, and you 
will turn away, and worship strange gods" (Devorim 
11:16), on which Rashi comments, "Once a man takes 
leave of Torah, he goes and cleaves to strange 
worship." 

There is no coincidence in the increase in affiliation 
with Reform Judaism in this past generation and the 
phenomenal rise in intermarriage and formal defection 
from Judaism. They are merely sequential steps in the 
same march. 
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"Why Has My Son Joined a Monastery? 

It's still unbelievable ... visiting 
our 24-year-old son who, three 
months earlier, had become a 
postulant in an Episcopal 
monastery. How utterly impossible 
yet all too true, that Ken aspires to 
become a monk! 

We sat motionless on the hard 
wooden benches listening to the 
monastic choir. It seemed to us like 
a fantasy and reality simultaneous
ly, but reassuring to hear some of 
the same prayers we are familiar 
with from our own temple, rein
forcing our knowledge that each of 
us has the same God. We wondered 
how we could sit there without 
screaming our protest as we 
watched our son bow before the 
figure of Jesus and cross himself. 
With almost superhuman control, 
we survived the short service and 
silently followed the others out of 
the room. 

When I look at Ken, I wonder if 
this can truly be the same scrawny 
young man who sat by my side 
every night for a year while I strug
gled with the remnants of my Sun
day School Hebrew and an alphabet 
card, to teach him his Bar Mitzvah 
Maftir. He did very well when the 
great day arrived, but he considered 
the occasion as simply something 
that was expected of him and a 
necessary evil that had no religious 
connotation whatsoever. Years 
later, while in college, Ken surprised 
us with his zeal for things Jewish as 
he actively promoted the sale of 
Israeli Bonds. How proud we were 
that he was often invited to the 
Rabbi's home in his college town 
for Friday night dinner. 

What got him off the track? Why 
did he not only "derail" but "board 
a train" bound in the opposite 
direction? I have no answers for 
these questions, nor any explana
tion for his becoming baptized 
about five years ago while in col
lege. What propels a brilliant 
science student to turn from his ob
vious talent to God? 
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My husband asked our son what 
he would do when he became a 
monk and Ken replied that prayer is 
his work. Being a typical Jewish 
mother, long indoctrinated into the 
doctor, lawyer or scientist hopes for 
Ken, prayer as work seemed so in
adequate, such a waste of his poten
tial... He asked me if I prayed and, if 
so, for whom. I replied that I prayed 
for myself and for others. He then 
responded with the query, "Does it 
help?" and when I answered in the 
affirmative, he stated, with a 
wisdom beyond his years, "There's 
your answers." 

The particular anguish which 
results from a change in faith by 
someone who has been raised in 
even a minute semblance of 
religious tradition is always hard to 
deal with. After a time, a parent's 
intense guilt complex may subside, 
but I doubt that mine will ever 
vanish. I am to blame for many 
commissions and omissions, and 
belatedly I realize that overwhelm
ing love is not in itself sufficient to 
give a child. How much more 
beneficial it would have been to 
have set a Jewish example for him 
to follow! 

I blush with shame as I confess 

By A Jewish Mother 
that I was especially proud of being 
a Reform Jewess and how I looked 
down on the more observant Jews, 
especially those Orthodox sporting 
long beards. How silly I considered 
many Jewish customs as being out 
of step with the times. If only I 
could live my life over, my foremost 
desire would be to have my sons ac
quire a fine Jewish education, for 
my son's defection has transformed 
me from a barely observant Jewess 
to one with deep Orthodox feelings 
inside. I find the resultant enrich
ment of my soul from all the suffer
ing I endured partial compensation 
for all the trauma. I have discovered 
that the most gigantic hurdles are 
not insurmountable when one has 
an abiding faith in G-d, for only He 
made it possible for one to accept 
the unthinkable. Let nothing pre
vent your giving your children a 
truly Jewish environment so they 
won't grow up ignorant of the 
customs and beauty of our religion. 
Go with your children to temple on 
Saturday mornings so that they 
may be exposed to their traditional 
heritage. How much more impor
tant than a rejuvenation at the 
beauty shop, a shopping spree, a 
tennis game, or a few extra hours of 
sleep! 

It's hypocritical to send children 
to Sunday School and then not 
make the effort to insure that every 
Jewish holiday is a joyous special 
occasion and not simply an in
convenience and extra work. Don't 
live in a predominately non-Jewish 
neighborhood because you get more 
apartment or house for your 
money. Don't repeat my mistakes 
and you will have a far greater 
chance to reap the sizeable and im
measurable rewards of a Jewish 
home and a Jewish family. And, 
above all, don't start tomorrow; 
start today. The above"do's" and 
"don'ts" are not to be considered a 
sermon but, rather, a sincere at
tempt to spare you the agony that 
befell our family. li. 
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Wolf Karfiol 

The End of All Flesh 

The Phone Call 

THE PHONE RANG several times before I fully awoke 
from my early morning sleep. "This is the A.B.C. Nurs
ing Home calling. Your uncle, Mr. Adams, passed away 
in his sleep during the night. Please have the funeral 
home pick up the body as soon as possible, since we 
don't have any facilities here at the home for storage ... 
I'm sorry." 

Abe Adams had entered the nursing home just 
several weeks ago. He had undergone a serious opera
tion and the doctor had advised that he enter a nursing 
home until he was somewhat-recuperated. Mrs. Adams 
had passed away a few years before. Their children had 
moved out West and I had become the nearest kin 
responsible for Uncle Avraham, as we called him. 

I had just visited him this past Sunday. He was feel
ing much better, was getting around on his own two 

WOLF KARFIOL, a graduate of Mesifta Torah Vodaath, is a busi
ness -man who is active in communal affairs. He is a frequent con
tributor of articles to Agudah youth publications. 
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feet and there was even talk about his being able to go 
home. He would hire a nurse-housekeeper and would 
be able to finish his recuperation at home. We spoke 
about many things that day. He had received some mail 
from his children, and even a photo of his newest 
grandson. He was really proud of them. We spoke 
about his future trip to Eretz Yisroel and about the 
many people whom he knew who had emigrated there 
in the past few years. 

We spoke about many things, but we never spoke 
about this eventuality of death. 

Where should I turn to? Whom shall I call? What 
Chevra or Society did he belong to? Where could I get 
the information one needs at a time like this? 

I quickly dressed, davened (was I right in taking time 
for davening under the circumstances?) and then called 
his son, Paul, in Arizona. He could give me no informa
tion. "Go to the shul where Papa prayed. Maybe there 
is someone there who could help you. Oh, yes," he ad
ded as a second thought, "please call me back and tell 
me when the funeral will take place." 
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The Search 

THE SHUL WAS JUST a remnant of its old self. I remember 
it from Feivy's (Paul's) Bar Mitzvah some thirty years 
ago. It looked as if it had not been touched since that 
day. Most of the bulbs were burnt out, the paint on the 
walls was peeling, revealing yet another peeling under
coat, and the entire building looked like a forsaken 
monument to the community that once flourished 
there. But the few oldtimers who still lived in the 
neighborhood came during the day to spend a few 
hours with friends comparing things today with what 
used to be. Sometimes, when one of the local 
shopkeepers has Yahrtzeit, they even gather a few of 
the other local merchants and make a minyan. 

Oh, sure, they knew Reb Avraham Adams. He was 
one of the founders of the shul. He was even president 
for a few years. "Whom do you call in such a case?" I 
asked the oldtimers sitting at the table. "Was he a 
member of this Chevra ?" 

"The last time we heard such a question was three 
years ago. Then Rubinchik was President and he took 
care of everything. But he passed away last year. Why 
don't you call his son, the lawyer? He must know what 
to do in such cases. Maybe he even has the records that 
his father left over." 

It was after eleven o'clock before Calvin Rubin, Esq. 
returned my call - after I had called his office four 
times, saying it was very urgent. "Sorry, but I was tied 
up in court this morning. What can I do for you?" 

I explained the situation. 
"I am very sorry, but I don't know what to tell you. I 

can give you the name of the funeral home that took 
care of my father's funeral, but I have no information 
about any Society records." 

The funeral home, a well-known East Side establish
ment, had recently merged with another home and all 
they knew was that they would take the case if I could 
give them a grave-opening permit from the Society. 

What Society? Where Society? Who knew and who 
cared! The oldtimers didn't know, and the rest of the 
family didn't care. 

The end result was that Reb Avraham was buried in 
the cemetery of my Chevra, and all of the expenses 
were paid for in full. 

Some Unpleasant Questions 

What happened to Reb Avraham's dues? Where did all 
his efforts and work on behalf of his society go? All was 
forgotten. All was lost. 

A bad dream, you might say. It couldn't have really 
happened today, in this age of computers. Everyone is 
protected in his old age: Social Security, Medicare, 
Medicaid. All people make arrangements for their 
eventual demise. But this is simply not so. 

People buy insurance on their lives for others to col
lect after they pass away. They purchase medical in-
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surance to cover any costly hospital and doctor bills. 
Some even buy plots for their eventual burial. 

But what about insurance to cover needs between the 
death bed and the grave? Who will handle the body 
after death, and who will guard it? Who will perform 
the tahara (ritual cleansing of the remains)? Who will 
see to it that this last kavod one is afforded on this 
earth, will be performed in accordance with Jewish 
Law? That the aron will be buried and covered by 
observant Jews? 

Uncle Avraham's situation is not a bad dream. It 
happens every day. The old Chevra's have no surviving 
administrators responsible to the members who are still 
alive. The generation that has grown up ii) the last 
thirty, forty years often did not join the Chevra of their 
parents, if they joined any Chevra at all. The oldsters 
are slowly leaving us and they have no inheritors for 
their societies. In many cases the children arrange for 
the burial in places other than the society's cemetery, 
and records are simply forgotten or lost. Thus, many 
plots of land, fully paid for by a Chevra, will never be 
used for burial since there is no one left to supervise 
their interests. 

Beyond the financial waste resulting from this dis
use, other problems loom: Who will tend to the needs 
of the surviving oldtimers when their time comes? 
Where will their relatives turn when a senior member of 
the family passes away? 

Does your family have any idea as to your wishes for 
your final hours on earth? Have you made any arrange
ments for this inevitable need? 

Some Important Answers 

THESE ARE UNPLEASANT questions about unpleasant 
circumstances. But every Jew has the obligation to an
ticipate them, to ascertain that these needs are met 
smoothly and properly, in keeping with halacha, and 
that unavoidable grief is not compounded by preven
table confusion. 

Perhaps this discussion has frightened you. If this 
fear moves you to action, then this article has succeeded 
in its purpose, for the "scare techniques" employed 
here are aimed at triggering rational behavior, not ir
rational panic. Thus the following steps are really quite 
logical: 

D If you do not belong to a Chevra, join one. Make 
sure that it has both a history of responsibility and 
a future of reliability. 
(Over thirty years ago, a group of members of 
Agudath Israel formed the Chevra Gornie Tov 
[Agudah Benevolent Society]. It has a permanent 
address, a telephone number where someone 
responsible always responds. It functions 
throughout the United States.) 

D If there is no Chevra in your community, take the 
initiative and form one. Young couples have taken 
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the initiative - or have responded to leadership to 
join Chevra's or form new ones - in a number of 
American cities, including St. Louis, Chicago, 
Baltimore, and Atlanta. English-language booklets 
on how to conduct a tahara have been prepared by 
Rabbi Peretz Steinberg (Young Israel of Queens 
Valley), a member of Agudah Benevolent Society. 
They are available on request. 

D If you are concerned with an "Uncle Avraham" of 
your own, I suggest that you discuss your own 
Chevra affiliations, thus offering him an oppor
tunity to tell you about his ... 

D If you are not satisfied with the reliability of your 
Chevra, or if you do not have one in your com
munity, or if for any other reason you expect the 
handling of your body to be left to the discretion 
of a commercial establishment, I suggest that you 
make use of the form that follows. It was prepared 
by a committee of rabbis and lawyers for just such 
an eventuality. This form is available to rabbis for 
distribution to their congregations. It is recom
mended that three copies be filled out, to be 
deposited with the signer's rabbi, his lawyer, and 
with nearest kin. 

A time comes when our neshama takes leave of our 
body, and one insurance policy or another covers just 
about every contingency. We do not shrink from this 
responsibility. Our earthly remains will also be left as 
our family's burden. Will they know where to turn for 
assistance? 

Date 

t, the undersigned, hereby express my wish and direction that my 
funeral and thl!' preparation of my body for the funeral and the 
funeral itself shall be arranged and conducted in accordance with 
the principles of orthodox Jewish law as expressed in the Shulchan 
Aruch, including-Out not limited to the preparation of the body, 
the _type of casket, shrouds, interment, and similar matters. There 
should be no autopsy nor embalment nor viewing the body. Also, 
there should .be no flowers at the funeral. All such preparations 
and arrangements shall be made . by Rabbi or his 
designated representative. It is my wish and direction that im~ 
mediately upon my decease, my family shall notify the abovemen~ 
tioned Rabbi or his duly designated representative with respect to 
the forgoing. Alf decisions of the Rabbi about the religious aspect 
of funeral and burial arrangements including disinterment shall be 
binding on both my family and all other parties. It Is understood 
that the designation of the particular funeral chapel to perform 
the fuoeral and all other particulars not governed by the standards 
of the Shulchan Aruch are excluded from the authority herein 
granted· the Rabbi or his designate. 

Signed, sealed, published and declared 
by the said ----------------
as and for his last wifl and testament 
in our presence and we at his request 
and in his presence and in the. presence 
of each other have hereunto signed our 
names and residences as subscribing witnesses, 

~---------residing at ______ _ 
__________ residing at ______ _ 
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E. Yisraeli 

---FLIGHT 
My wings want to spread and rise 

and soar 
and cry 
and fly 

towards the break of dawn -
the brilliance just ahead of me. 

- But, oh! 
always just a little 

too much 
ahead of me. 

Sometimes I beat my wings in 
fury and frustration 
for I almost caught 
the spangles in my 

arms 
but then total blackness 

- the sunlight is gone 
and I am once more groping on my own. 

I feel the pull of the hard earth 
beneath my body. A never ending 

downward tug, reaching to envelop me 
longing to blanket over me 

to darken all light. 
But I won't allow it, 

never yielding to the darkness. 
I will struggle 

to reach 
the light always 

just a stretch ahead. 
I tug at my wings 

and pull 
and pull more 

until the clamp 
holding me fast comes loose. 

And I know my bruised thrilled wings 
will rise 

to meet an everlasting dawn. 

E. YISRAELI is the nom~de~plume of a young writer who lives in a 
small, suburban community in Rockland County, New York. 
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A Review Article 

A Danger From Withi1 

A Look at Some of the Textbooks 
We Are Giving Our Children 

THE PROBLEMS OF TORAH EDUCATION are legion. There 
is certainly no reason to add to them thoughtlessly. 
Yet we are needlessly complicating our task in this field 
by introducing into our institutions some of the most 
unsuitable textbooks. Some time ago, The Jewish 
Observer discussed the harmful ideas imparted to 
yeshiva students who are exposed to Klaperman's 
History of the Jewish People (The Jewish Observer, 
Nov. '67; reprints available). Today, some other 
publications that are being used in many Day Schools 
merit our attention. Unfortunately they may be taken as 
typical of many other materials offered our schools. 

A Distorting Language Book 

FIRST AND FOREMOST, there is the series of Hebrew 
readers by B. Sheinson, Sfath Yisroel. It has been wide
ly accepted because it is attraciive, with illustratiOI}S 
and use of color, as well as an abundance of white space 
and large type, and the material offered progresses in 
easy steps from the simple to the more difficult. At the 
same time it speaks of Torah, of the Yomim Tovim, of 
the great figures of Jewish history, and other compo
nents of our heritage. But a closer look quickly shows 
the lack of understanding and outright misrepresenta
tion of our heritage by the author. 

Volume three, for instance, has a section on "laws 
and customs." There we find that "two Shabbos lights 
have to be lit half an hour before sunset"; that "if there 
is danger to a man's life it is possible and permitted to 
do anything on Shabbos to save him"; that "Shabbos 
ends when we see at least two stars in the sky"; that on 
Erev Yorn Kippur "one wishes the other to be inscribed 

RABBI ELIAS, Menahel of Yeshiva Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch 
Girls' High School and the Rika Breuers Teachers Seminary, has been 
a leader in Torah education in America for three decades. He served 
as editor of the Jewish Pocketbook Series and is a member of the 
editorial staff of The Jewish Observer. 
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Joseph Elias 
and sealed to a good year"; and many other equally 
wrong statements. However, chances are that no 
teacher would teach dinim from this book anyway; it is 
its entire orientation that is harmful. 

Whether it is the un-Jewish pictures of angels1; the 
child that jumps out of bed without mention of Modeh 
Ani or negelvasser in that connection; the food that is 
served, without a menJion of a bracha being made; the 

7 :-r·, -"~·::::- :1 .. ':":'! !"'!(_ r:-:-7 )'It!( ;'!l'".1 ·~~ 

:;t:ii;!7_·, '°!'!It 
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picture and story of the mother using toy pistols to 
force her son to wash his neck; or the description of a 
model education, complete with "Hebrew University" 
instead of a yeshiva as the highpoint'; (in fact, the term 
Beth Sefer lvri is used consistently in place of Yeshiva) 
- the impact is totally alien to us. 

.1b~1:1 '1~9. n·~¥ ii,7~ ryio~tr iP,;it'l n~ Tl'. ii~~~ iW~ 

.c•itlv~ in\• O'J11 ,~? 0~1~,, 71i:i•1;1;:r ,~~tJ 11·~t 

.n•7~~~ 1:1~1 ~~~ .:i;p~~,X'~ ,n~)iti9;:i .1";t1 ~~ n~· 

?n.-,~~ ;,·~1· 

··? :1}~ ·'lf11~ 

; ,~~ '1"Qi:i wi:ri 

it~'Q1~'~ D~1~1i•~ i);l~ lb'f:lt) "'19\i!::! n•.;i fl~ iti~ i~~ 

.ri};~;:i N1~? - i'~~? 11~ ti'~ :1~,1.l'f T~ ;i~~ .,~;n 

If the orportunities to convey Torah living and 
values are missed, time and again, Zionism is reflected 
at every point. This is not just a matter of the pages 
devoted to Yorn Ho'Atzmaus and to the Israeli Army, 
but pervades almost every aspect of the book. Bikurim 
are mentioned as something only to do with the Keren 
Kayemes'; and evil Antiochus, we are told, forbade the 

.;. 
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speaking of lvrit.4 Generally, stories of our Sages are 
simplified to the point of inaccuracy; but what shall we 

nivi ?~' •? no? ti',,,, a"11n:o ?~ 1 

.1:1:,i7 11'!'!' '19~il '¥Q 

.n;in 'lb]? D'1,ntl i10, 2 

n~lllo n~ ii:.vi; c•i1n:'1 i10" 3 
.n•i;i~ ii17 c•11n:'1 ,,o~ 4 

say when we are told that Mordechai actually sought to 
promote Esther's marriage to Achashverosh?• Or, when 

our children are offered a revised version of "Na'ase 
Venishma"?6 And when they are told that the Jews 

r111.nLl n~ nti? ,, n,, t1'lV n;r-ru "~~7 
,C'!1l'1; '"ti ~; "'I'#~ C''tt~~ 

"•n;in~ C'lii cl)~. :c•11i1~:i n~ ?~VI ,, 
!R~ :C'l1il~V l'lr,>~ 

1'?l'1'lihlt C'~i"'l c.t;t~~ ;i~tt1 t:l'"!':"t~U n~ ,, ?gtp 

'? i'l"litl;l ::i'n~ n~~ ! 'K':D¥ • 'k11f ~ : C'i'D~jj 1"'1??tt 

.ti'~: C'iU~l;l i'r;;l"}!J ltl! MjiM~,, : '"f *'\(:I~ 

:::iiiri~ niirill 

,o•11i;~ n1~07 i10~ 

,:l;7 "10~ 

,Q•11i1~'? ii~7 'l'i~ 

.nl]'l~ ci' Ktn .l"l~W'u bi' .,~ ,:,n~ il"!itr~ 

R1n >9~01 ,,~~ ;~ i'1 11i: ·~ ,:1n; n1in~ 

.·o·~: o•;:r1 mnn 'liY1 o•::i'i~ R'i1 le~1 r~ i'1 

.n1iritr .n~ 'l7 ln -.:i~ie niin nttt : t:''!'n~u ,..,~~ 

.0•11n:'? n1inn n6 lni "'11~1 n'f~7 :i;1no n~ JN ,, 

.tl'tl°Q'ip 1'iJ C'"t'l'1~Ll ?~ 

camped in the desert where they found water or trees, 
with no mention of - or no need for - the miracles of 
the manna, and the well'? 
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In the face of such passages, it seems almost petty to 
mention that the picture of the Beis Hamikdash is very 
odd, or that the message of the Shofar is given as: "A 
good year to alll" It is certainly in keeping with the 
general tone of the series, so far from conveying Torah 
or Yiras Shomayim, that the name of G-d is repeatedly 
spelled out in full in song and story, leading children to 
pronounce it unnecessarily. 

A Misleading Siddur 
BUT LET us TURN to another volume that has proven 
quite popular - the Siddur Meforash published by 
Ktav in 1965. The outstanding feature of this Siddur is 
a 42 page appendix, a "prayer dictionary" drawn from 
the Illustrated Book of Jewish Knowledge, and totally 
unacceptable to us. 

It is based on the impartial acceptance of the "various 
branches of American Judaism." Orthodoxy, we are 
told, "maintains strictly the traditional laws of the Bible 
as they were interpreted and developed by the early 
Rabbis ... (the Rabbinic tradition)." This Rabbinic tradi
tion "was founded by Ezra and the Soferim ... " and so 
the Oral Law is defined, quite consistently, as post
biblical and the "gentle" Hillel (in contrast to the 
"quick-tempered Shammai") is one of its founders. 

In line with the book's impartiality toward all ver
sions of Judaism, we are told that "Birkat Cohanim is 
said over the congregation with raised hands either by 
the cantor, rabbi, or by a group of Cohanim"; and that 
"the Bar Mitzvah or Bat Mitzvah is often honored by 
being called to read the Haftorah.'' 

Needless to say, mitzvos in general do not fare too 
well. Bedikat Hametz becomes a "symbolic ceremony" 
of searching for some pieces of bread. As for Shivah, 
"among some congregations, the period of mourning 
has been shortened to three days." And on Shavu'ot, 
"in some congregations confirmation exercises are 
held." The confusion so created in the child's mind is 
reinforced by the subtle way in which our teachings are 
presented as somewhat less than certain ("It is said that 
Elijah did not die an ordinary death"), and this is done 
not only in the dictionary but in the explanations to the 
tefillos themselves ("We are told that when the Mac
cabees were rededicating the Temple, a great miracle 
happened there"). 

The comments to the Siddur itself reflect the orienta
tion of the "prayer dictionary." "Today prayer is in 
place of the sacrifices" - there is no reference to the 
future, except for the return to the land. "Throughout 
the ages, whenever Jews were persecuted and were for
bidden to observe their religion, many of our great 
leaders and rabbis purposely chose to die rather than to 
break the Jewish laws .... We believe that they died for 
the sanctification of G-d's name" (my italics). The 
Shalash Regolim, we are told, were originally agrarian 
festivals, and Krias Shema was "already a part of our 
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prayers over 2000 years ago" - surely an interesting 
understatement. 

Odd mistakes abound: for instance, the reader is told 
that there are three blessings before Krias Shema; that 
"Eilu Devorim ... "is a prayer; and that the Talmud, in 
place of the blessing "that we were not made Gentiles," 
has the blessing "that we were made Jews" - even 
though this is the handiwork of the censor. 

Color Me Unfaithful 

BUT PERHAPS our children are fed the wrong ideas about 
the Torah way of life even before they are ever exposed 
to the kind of publications so far discussed. Take most 
of the primers and coloring books available in the 
bookstores today - Chaveri, Hasefer, Shabbos Shalom, 
etc. You find the fathers with their "prayer scarves" 
around their necks, the mothers with their capsleeves 
and uncovered hair, the synagogues without bimah or 
teivah, and with the Torah being read from in front of 
the Aron Hakodesh. What image is conveyed to our 
children? 

The answer to this problem must lie in unrelenting 
vigilance in the selection of our textbooks. We are for
tunate indeed that, thanks to Torah Umesorah, the 
Merkaz L'lnyoney Chinuch, the Beru'ach HaTorah 
Publishing Co., and others, a growing number of 
satisfactory textbooks is becoming available (even 
though it is still a long, long way before all our needs 
are met). Unless we make use of them, we are apt to in
troduce those very ideas that we seek to combat. 

The Encyclopedia That Does Not Belong 

IN THIS CONNECTION. reference should be made to other 
reading material offered to our children. We must be 
grateful that the juvenile reader can turn today to the 
stories of Gershon Kranzler, the translations of 
Lehmann's classics, and other books of this type; at 
least a beginning has been made in the field of juvenile 
literature. But when it comes to reference material, 
nothing at all is available. 

It is small wonder, then, that so many books 
published for young readers (like, for instance, 
Klaperman's history book and Max's texts on the 
beliefs of the Jew) refer the youngster to the Jewish En
cyclopedia. Yet, both this work and the monumental 
Encyclopedia Judaica published in 1972 are totally un
acceptable to traditional Judaism. 

Now there has appeared "My Jewish World," which 
draws its material from the Encyclopedia Judaica and 
calls itself "The Encyclopedia J udaica for You th" 
(Jerusalem, 1975). It is excellently edited, very readable, 
and provided with lavish illustrations. Moreover, it 
gives relatively full - and often sympathetic -
coverage to many aspects and personalities of Torah 
Judaism. In consequence, it will not be surprising if this 
work will make its appearance in a good many Day 
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School libraries. However, it does not take much effort 
to discover that it does not belong there. 

The problem is not just that so very much of this 
work is concerned with the secular and non-Torah 
aspects of Jewish life, in general, and that there is such 
an overemphasis on Medina! Israel in the overall 
framework (it is somewhat odd to read that "some large 
Yeshivot still exist outside of Israel"). Rather, the 
problem is the basic orientation which accepts un
critically whatever can be labelled "Jewish" without 
any value judgment or standards at all. 

Perhaps the ,pirit of the work is exemplified by the 
appearance, next to each other, of the autographs of the 
Remoh and Stephen Wise, both "famous Jews." The 
editors try to do justice to the views of traditional 
Judaism, but at the same time also present those of 
"modern scholarship." On the authorship of the 
Chumash or Yeshayah, say, or the future of sacrifices, 
the opposing opinions are carefully brought. Rabbi 
Aaron Kotler and Rabbi E.E. Dessler are discussed very 
sympathetically - and so are Martin Buber and Shaul 
Tchernichowsky (Einstein, who totally rejected Torah 
in his life, is described as" a Jew by belief and action"). 

"Whatever Exists Among Jews is Jewish" 

IN FACT, A CLOSE LOOK shows that the lack of a clearly 
expressed concept of Jewishness flows from a moder
nistic approach that "accepts whatever exists." The 
lack of a commitment to traditional Jewish teachings 
comes through very clearly in the overall position taken 
by the editors on the history of Judaism, which clashes 

time and again with the teachings of Torah Judaism. 
Thus, the Hebrew alphabet is considered derived from 
the Phoenician one; - it is declared impossible to fix the 
exact dates of Abraham's life; - in keeping with the 
ideas of Morris Adler, Ezra is said to have made Biblical 
law the law of the land; - the canonization of the Bible 
is said to have extended over a long period of time, with 
no exact evidence as to the details; - the weekday 
Amidah "had become the general custom by the end of 
the second Temple"; - "most of the practices and 
many of the beliefs which became part of normative 
Judaism originated with the Pharisees"; - Kabbalah 
represents a later development other than a part of the 
Divine revelation. 

The developmental view of Torah reflected in these 
statements has its implications in a variety of halachic 
and philosophical details. The discussions of halachic 
interpretations, the determination of death according to 
Jewish law, the position of woman in traditional 
Judaism, or our attitude toward evolution, are all 
flawed as a result; or, to give another example, the 
Judaism of many Black Jewish sects is described as only 
faintly connected to recognizable Judaism - but the 
conclusion, obvious to us, that these sects are not 
Jewish at all, is not drawn. If we add that there are a 
number of illustrations that should never have been in
cluded (e.g. Michelangelo's "Creation of Adam"), the 
unsuitability of this work for our purposes should cer
tainly be clear - as well as the general need to exercise 
the greatest caution before we introduce material to our 
children that does not come from reliable sources. kT. 

Walkie-Talkie Mania 

PEOPLE GO TO shul for a variety of 
reasons. Some go because they en
joy a social gathering. Others turn 
up in order to settle urgent business 
deals. There are a few who go in the 
hope of accruing themselves a kib-

PINCHOS JUNG, who is active in Agudah 
youth work in England, was represented by 
"Crash Diet" in the October '74 Jewish 
Observer. This article appeared originally in 
the London Jewish Tribune. 
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bud, or, failing that, to prevent cer
tain people from getting it. There 
are also a handful of stragglers, mis
erably out-numbered on many oc
casions, who go there to daven. 
Rather than devote precious space 
to an insignificant minority of un
sociable individuals, we will discuss 
the former groups instead. 

Countless shuls are plagued with 
these exceedingly communicative 

by Pinchas Jung 

congregants. While some stand in 
their places, being carried away 
mentally and emotionally by their 
tefillos, these extraverts are being 
carried away by their feet as they 
tour the shul. En route they indulge 
in exchanges with anyone who is 
courteous enough to make himself 
available for the purpose. These 
mini-conferences are usually of 
world shattering importance. 
Indeed, the utter twaddle that sub-
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stitutes for "Omein, yehei shemei 
rabbo" is not enough to shatter the 
world. But that is not sufficient; 
they insist on disturbing the 
isolated daveners too. Frustrated 
gaboim or lesser mortals attempt to 
silence them. They thump on the 
table or deliver a few strokes on 
their desks, but they miss their 
targets like bullets fired into thin 
air. They only succeed in con
tributing towards the pan
demonium. Others have managed a 
little better by drowning the 
shmoozers' chorus with their per
sistent "shaa" and "noo. 0 The 
Chazan stops, but he alone knows 
it. 

The Chinuch Nuts 

THEN THERE ARE the Chinuch nuts. 
They are definitely an improvement 
on those who do not see their 
youngsters between hanging up 
their coats and collecting them; but 
they have not quite reached perfec
tion. Rather than teaching their off
spring to daven by example, they 
give protracted instruction in shul. 
They are so involved in these lec
tures that they have no time left to 
demonstrate. But the prize Chinuch 
nut was the ambitious father who 
selflessly interrupted his delibera
tions on the Super Bowl in order to 
deal out a whack to his naughty son 
who had the audacity to talk in the 
row behind. 

How can we set out to cure this 
chronic disease? 

The English holidaymaker is a 
familiar character. He drives down 
to the majestic red cliffs of South 
Devon or to the picturesque slopes 
of Snowdonia. He parks his car and 
closes the windows. He turns on the 
radio, takes out his sandwiches and 
newspaper. He lights a cigarette and 
enjoys his "Olam Habbo" for an 
hour and then drives home. If he's 
really adventurous, he drives on to 
the next beauty spot and repeats the 
performance. He denies himself 
even one sniff of the fresh country 
air. He hardly treats himself to a 
glimpse of the panorama. 

We feel inclined to tell him: 
"You've travelled in that stuffy car 
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for hours and finally arrived at one 
of the mo.st gorgeous viewpoints in 
the country. The air is as fresh as 
morning dew and the scenery as ex
hilarating as the Swiss Alps. Put out 
those loathsome cigarettes. Open 
that door. Haul your rusty, weary 
physique out into the open and in
hale that invigorating fresh air. 
Gaze towards the forests and the 
valleys. Calm your nerves with the 
meadows, the mountains and the 
ripple of the lonely brook. Enjoy an 
unspoiled part of this miserable 
world." 

But no! He stays put. He's stub
born and lazy and resists tempta
tion. 

The Exquisite Panorama 

IN SHUL we are also at one of the 
most exquisite spots on earth. The 
impressive panorama - the Siddur 
- is open before us. Here's the op
portunity to communicate with 
Hashem Yisborach Himself. Let us 
emerge from our shells and give our 
rusty, weary minds a chance to in
hale the fresh breeze - to absorb the 
meaning and warmth of the tefillos. 
Let us try to enjoy it and put some 
life into it. Let us utilize the chance 
and strike the iron while it is still 
hot. 

Had we been told to read out 
thirty pages of the telephone direc
tory every morning, in company, 
even the noblest of characters 
would be bored to tears. He'd 
become restless. He'd take a stroll 
around the room and talk to a 
friend. People who behave like this 
in shul are advertising their ig
norance as well as their lack of dis
cipline. They are telling us that the 
Siddur is meaningless to them and 
that it bores them. They are admit
ting that they fail to find themselves 
in it. 

So we conclude that the "walkie
talkies" rarely give a thought to the 
vast subject of tefilla. They have 
not tried to fathom its depths or just 
to do a little superficial study on it. 
They haven't made a point of 
observing those who appreciate 
tefilla. Little wonder, then, that it 

bores them. People pursue things 
they enjoy and avoid those they dis
like. How can a person who literally 
thrives on gossip, be expected to 
concentrate on the monotonous 
pages of the Siddur? 

Learning How 

SURELY, EVERY OFFENDER should be 
prescribed a healthy dosage of 
shiurim or books on tefilla. 
Although this cure is only effective 
in the long term, it will certainly 
bring us nearer to the solution than 
the futile thumps and shaa's which, 
to be honest, are miles from the 
answer. The techniques which re
quire the least intelligence yield the 
poorest results. Those which re
quire considerable intelligence are 
harder to apply, but their potential 
is tremendous. 

And thus a veteran offender 
becomes a davener. He refuses to 
join the round-up. He has realized 
that the code of manners that 
prevails in shul is, after all, different 
from that which is appropriate for a 
Sunday afternoon reception. The 
first time his colleagues may 
ridicule him. The second time they 
discover that he means business. 
The third time - who knows - they 
may be inspired to emulate him. But 
one thing is clear. The only way to 
eliminate illegitimate talking in shul 
is to show how the legitimate talk
ing is done. !...?. 

NOTICE OF 
NONDISCRIMINATORY 

POLICY AS TO 
STUDENTS 

Young men of the Jewish 
faith are admitted as 

students with all privileges, 
to the Mesivta of Long 

Beach/ Torah High School 
of Long Beach without 
regard to race, color, 

national or ethnic origin. 
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Yaakov Feitman 

• a Generation of Giants Genius 1n 

The Rogatchover Gaon: 
Rabbi Y oseif Rosen i1:Ji::i~ p~,.Y i:Jr 

On His Fortieth Yahrtzeit 

The obviously weary young woman 
tremulously entered the room. She had already 
been to all the "experts" - doctors, wet-nurses -
even to Chassidic Rebbes for a bracha. All to no 
avail. Her infant son, premature and underweight, 
strangely refused to nurse on Shabbos and Yorn 
Tov. Formula was out of the question for the 
impoverished family, and the long Succos holiday 
was approaching. Her neighbors terrified her with 
old wives' tales, and well-meaning relatives thrust 
assorted amulets upon her. Nothing seemed to 
help and this was her last desperate hope. 

The imposing-looking rabbi, with the head that 
seemed too massive for his frail body, looked up 
from his Gemora and listened patiently to the 
bizarre problem. Without a moment's hesitation, 
he counseled her: "Wear your weekday clothing 
when you nurse the infant on Shabbos and Yorn 
Tov." A few days later, the woman's husband 
came back beaming: "Rabbi, you're a prophet, 
you have ruach hakodesh! Your advice worked!" 
he exclaimed. 

The rabbi seemed amused. "This matter is 
explicitly recorded in a Tosfos in Bava Kama 
37a," he explained. "The Mishna states thatan ox 
can be considered a mu' ad (needing extra 
guarding because he has gored a number of times) 
on Shabbos, but not on weekdays. Tosfos 
explains that on Shabbos an ox may not recognize 
those usually familiar to him because they are 
wearing different clothing. We see from Tosfos 
that intelligence at its simplest stages identifies 
people by outer factors such as color and shape. 
This poor woman changed her garment in honor 
of Shabbos and her particularly sensitive infant 
mistook the change of clothing as a change of 
person. " 1 

Left: a photographic likeness of the Rogatchover Gaon superimposed 
on a facsimile of a page of his Gemora (Makos 12a) with his 
customary marginal notes. 
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The Universe of Ha/acha 

SUCH WAS THE UNIVERSE of R.abbi y oseif Rosen -
known as the Gaon of Rogatchov (his birthplace). A 
world where no phenomenon, no problem - cosmic or 
infinitesimal - is beyond the realm of the Torah. And 
not simply Torah, but halacha. It is far from unique in 
Jewish history to discover Gedolim who found answers 
to all social, communal, and domestic problems in the 
Torah. Since Sinai, the only genuinely Jewish orienta
tion has been xr.i':>l! !<'1~1 Kn"'111<~ ':>~nox - the under
standing that "the Torah is the blueprint for the 
world.'" Yet, often that very Torah has been divided 
into ostensibly separate branches - Halacha, Agada, 
Mussar, Kabba/a, etc. The uniqueness of the 
Rogatchover was that he recognized no barriers within 
the G-d-given Torah. He perceived virtually everything 
that exists in terms of the living imperatives of halacha 
- the legal aspects of Torah. 

Thus, in his commentary on Chumash, no" story" is 
interpreted simply in humanistic or even moral terms. 
Every sentence, word, and letter in the Torah is related 
to the eternal verities of halacha . ... The fate of Sodom 
and Amorah is understood in the light of the laws of Ir 
Hanidachas' (the totally corrupt city that earns it 
destruction) ... the serpent's curse of being the eternal 
enemy of mankind is reflected in the halacha that a 
snake can be put to death without a beis din, a formal 
court proceeding, unlike other animals• ... Jacob set up 
stones to sleep because he was legally laying claim to 
the land; and in order to do so, it is not enough to simp
ly sleep there, but one must "make the bed" as well'. 

A universe of Torah and only Torah. For over 
seventy years, he virtually never stopped studying 
Torah. It is said that since early age he would not allow 
his hair to be cut for he could not stand the few mo-

RABBI FEITMAN, principal of Yeshivas R'Tzhad in Brooklyn, is 
editor of The Jewish Parent magazine and a past contributor to t~ese 
pages. He translated and adapted Rabbi Eliezer Ben-David's Out of 
the Iron Furnace. 
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ments he would be bare-headed, unable to learn. Over 
and over, he reviewed the familiar words of the Talmud 
he so revered. He rarely consulted works published 
later than the 17th century, never quoting anyone later 
than the Rambam (1135-1206 ). In the Rambam, he 
found his "Rebbe" and mentor, and he could often be 
seen pacing his room, copy of the Rambam's Mishneh 
Torah in hand, murmuring "dear, dear Rebbe•." 

The Road to Dvinsk 

HOW DID THE ROGATCHOVER become the genius in a 
generation of giants? Undoubtedly, he was born with 
the makings of greatness. Born in the Latvian city of 
Rogatchov in 1858, he was fluent in a sixth of the entire 
Talmud by the time he was eight years old7 , and by the 
time of his Bar Mitzvah, no one in his own city was 
qualified to teach him. Recognizing the young boy's 
potential for greatness, his father, Reb Fishel, sent him 
to Slutsk to the famed Rabbi Yoseif Dov Soloveitchik, 
author of the Bais Halevi. There he studied with 
another future luminary, Reb Yoseif Ber's son, Reb 
Chaim, future Rav of Brisk. Eventually, he was also to 
study with the incisive Rabbi Yehoshua Leib Diskin, 
and drink deeply of the Chassidic founts of Ger and 
Chabbad. 

A Life Beyond Earthly Time 

EVEN THOUGH HE WAS blessed with genius, the 
Rogatchover' s unique development could never have 
taken place without his almost superhuman diligence. 
The dates of his life (1858-1936) were fixed; his lifelong 
identification with Rogatchov and Dvinsk placed him 
within geographic boundaries; yet, he seemed unen
cumbered by conventional limitations of time and 
space. Time had meaning only in relation to halacha -
now is the time of Shacharis ... soon we will be blow
ing Shofar ... today is the 14th day of the Omer etc. 
Space, too, was irrelevant unless it was related to the 
laws of succa, eruv, or the like. With the Gemora before 
him, his mind deeply engrossed in the world's only 
reality, even personal danger was not worthy of notice. 

18 

The Rogatchover had been forced to leave 
Dvinsk because of pogroms sweeping the area. 
When he was staying in Minsk, word of a 
wandering anti-Semitic band reached the 
community. Major towns and villages had 
suffered great damage to life and property, and 
the local rabbis called a fast day because of the 
dire situation. The entire Jewish community was 
evacuated and hid in the mountains. In the flurry 
of activity, it was several hours before the 
Rogatchover's absence was noticed. The two 
shelters were searched with no trace of the rabbi. 
Finally two brave young men volunteered to 
search the abandoned city for the Rav. 

Going directly to his modest lodgings, they 
found him immersed deep in thought before the 
ever-present Gemora and Rambam. When he 

noticed the young men, he laughed and said, 
"Isn't it odd that the rabbis have declared a fast 
day? Undoubtedly, they were thinking of the 
Gemora in Ta'anis .... and the Rambam ... but, 
of course, you realized that they forgot the 
Y erushalmi and Tosefto ... " 

The young men realize with a jolt that the 
Rogatchover was not thinking at all of his 
personal safety, but of the halachic implications 
of the situation.' 

In the Rogatchover's tens of thousands of responsa 
to rabbis and laymen all over the world, the Torah's 
power to transcend time - even to control time -
manifests itself in startling ways .... In a letter from 
the Rogatchover, virtually every facet of the responsum 
is intimately involved with halacha, even the date. 

A letter answering two difficult questions in 
different parts of the Torah is dated the 11th of 
Tishrei. For other letter-writers of the past twenty 
generations, the date - as a simple mechanical 
device for recording the time - would be 
sufficient. Not so for the Rogatchover. This date 
immediately conjures up for him the Mishna in 
Krisus 25a: "It is said that Bova hen Buta would 
offer an asham taluy (a conditional sacrifice for a 
possible transgression) every day, except the day 
after Yam Kippur - the 11th of Tishrei." The 
Rogatchover then explains the unique status of 
this day as based on a statement in the Meilah 14b 
that one need not worry about an unwitting 
transgression if only one day is involved. The 
11th of Tishrei is but one day after the atonement 
of Yorn Kippur, so no such sacrifice could be 
brought.10 

The Rogatchover surely did not seek to impress his 
readers with his erudition, or look specifically for such 
recondite references. He thought of 11 Tishrei in terms 
of Krisus 25a, and he understood Krisus 25a in terms of 
Meilah 14b. Perhaps, like that of the Rishonim or the 
Gaonim, the Rogatchover's entire ·thought processes 
were attuned purely to Torah and therein found their 
entire sustenance. 

Torah: a Source of Worldly Knowledge 

TOTAL IMMERSION IN THE UNIVERSE of the Torah does 
not blind one to the physical aspects of the world. The 
Rogatchover, through his unique ability to view the en
tire world through the tele-microscopic lens of the 
Torah, saw everything in the world around him - and 
infinitely more, as well. Although he had never been to 
Israel, he impressed a visitor with his familiarity with 
every detail of the Holy Land's topography. When the 
visitor was relating the course of his travels through 
Israel, the Rogatchover stopped him and inquired why 
he had not taken a certain short-cut and saved an 
hour's travel time.11 
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A secular Jewish poet once acknowledged that 
"many Einsteins would never equal one Rogat~hover" 
and the comparison gained much currency m both 
Torah and general intellectual circles. Interestingly, the 
Rogatchover deals with problems of time and relativity 
in their halachic context. 12 An example of the 
Rogatchover's philosophic concept of time is reflected 
in one of his references to the date of a responsum. 
Writing on Erev Rosh Hashana 5687 (1927), he notes 
that the precise moment is rapidly arriving when two 
years meet each other in the stream of time. The 
Rogatchover notes that the Yerushalmi pointed out this 
phenomenon, refering to that microsecond as" the mo
ment when two years kiss each other." He then closes 
with the wish for a befittingly smooth and happy 
entrance into the new year.13 

Outside the stream of worldly time, the Rogatchover 
was totally involved in the river of halachic time. His 
every letter written between Rosh Hashana and Yorn 
Kippur reflected the awe of the season. A letter dated 
this period in 1927 responds to the query whether one 
may wear glasses on Shabbos when one is not totally 
dependent upon them. The letter begins with a short 
aside, "Tuesday, 8 Tishrei 5688, may we, G-d willing, 
merit receiving the Second Tablets this coming Yam 
Kippur" - not a unique expression in responsa 
literature. But then he launches into a deep exploration 
of the differences between the first and second luchos 
(Tablets of the Law given to Moshe) and sundry aspects 
of the giving of the Torah .... Of a responsum of 38 
lines, three are devoted to an answer to the question (if 
they help the wearer in walking, wearing them is per
missible) and 35 to an exposition on the date.14 

Moments of Amusement 

UNUSUAL? DEFINITELY. Yet, the Rogatchover's unique 
style should not be dismissed as a simple curiosity. The 
torrential flow of Torah explanations, the apparent 
digressions and excursus grant us a glimpse into a 
world of greater purity where every phenomenon, 
every event, every concept reverberated l.oudly and 
clearly with Torah implications and halachzc nuances. 
It is only a short 40 years ago, but it is already hard for 
us to conceive of a time when even light moments of 
"amusement" were amusements in Torah. 

Once a year, on Simchas Torah, the two Chief 
Rabbis of Dvinsk, Reh Meir Simcha and the 
Rogatchover, would daven together. Watching 
the rejoicing with the Torah, Reh Meir Simcha 
would remark, "I have just completed a study and 
Rav - is mentioned in the Talmud but seven 
times." The Rogatchover would smile and 
answer, "You know, of course, that the sixth 
time, in Zevochim, is a mistaken text, and that 
you made up the seventh to test me." 

Such were the "light" moments of our sages of the last 
generation.15 
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The "Alarm" Telegram 

ONCE THE MAGNITUDE of a life completely immersed in 
Torah takes hold, many references in the Rogatchover's 
letters begin to be clear. In one letter, he writes that he 
cannot elucidate the problem in detail because of a bout 
with asthma. Thereupon follow the usual myriad of 
citations to passages throughout the Talmud which will 
answer the problem. When we carefully study the 
references, the first one - to Bechoros 44b - does not 
seem to make sense, having nothing to do with the sub
ject at hand. Further examination, however, leads us to 
the Talmudic description of the devastating symptoms 
of asthma. When we think of an illness, we think of the 
latest known remedy, someone who has it, or sympathy 
for the sufferer. The Rogatchover's thought went im
mediately to Chazal's comments on the subject. 

Immediately after the 1927 earthquake in 
Jerusalem, the Rogatchover sent a ·concerned 
telegram to the inhabitants. In a letter to his 
grandson, Tzvi Hirsh Citron, he explains the 
reason for the telegram: "I was very worried 
about the tremors in Jerusalem, but thank G-d I 
received a letter that in Pesach Tikva (where the 
boy's parents lived) all is well. I sent a telegram 
because the Yerushalmi states that the alarm is 
sounded because of earthquakes, 
and the Rambam explains that the reason for the 
alarm is that when adverse events befall a 
community, an alarm must be raised to notify all 
that adversity has come upon them because of 
their evil ways. Thus they will repent and the 
adversity will leave them. My telegram is in the 
way of an alarm. "16 

His Sense of Humor 

FROM HIS EARLIEST YOUTH, Rabbi Rosen exhibited a wit 
and sense of humor which also was channeled totally 
into the world of Torah. When ten years old, he was 
learning in Rabbi Yehoshua Leib Diskin's Yeshiva in 
Shklov. One of the older students once asked him, 
"How much of the Talmud do you know?" 

The young genius answered with a twinkle, "Half of 
Shas (the Talmud)." 

The elder responded with "Which half?" To which 
he replied, "Any half you ask me. " 17 

This penchant for the witty reply later stood him in 
good stead with the thousands of would-be "experts" 
who came to him for haskomos - approval for their 
meager endeavors at Torah publications. 

Once as he was reviewing a book brought to 
him for a haskomo, he repeatedly murmured, 
"Amazing, wonderful." 

The eager author could not contain himself and 
asked, "What does the rabbi find so wonderful 
and amazing?" 

The Rogatchover replied with a smile, 
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,----A Rogatchover Sampler __________________ _____ 
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Bereishis 19:20 - Lot's wife turned into a pillar of 
salt. Why was she punished in so strange a way? 
Her sin was that she did not hearken to the edict of 
G-d as transmitted by His agent, the angel. The 
Mishna (Sanhedrin 89a) tells us that "Whoever dis
regards the word of the prophet ... his death is at 
the hands of Heaven." Her punishment therefore 
had to be one that obviously came from G-d. 

"Wonderful . .. amazing ... I did not know that 
there was a publishing house irz Pyetrikof. Now I 
know. " 18 

His gentle yet caustic wit was often even felt by his 
friends. 

Once, a woman entered the study when a close 
friend and famous rabbi in his own right was 
present. The woman asked the Rogatchover to 
bentch (bless) her. As was his wont, he refused, 
saying, "I am only a simple man; I bentch only 
after eating." 

The visiting rabbi then asked, "Why not bless 
her? The Mishna states that 'Even the blessing of 
a simple man should not be light in one's eyes,' a 
kal v'chomer (all the more so) your blessing, 
Rabbi." 

The Rogatchover responded, "Why wait for me 
to deliver the blessing with the aid of a kal 
v'chomer? You cart do it even without a kal 
v' chomer. "1 9 

His wit was finely attuned to the least hint of avarice, 
even "holy" avarice. 

An aged Jew once came to him and signed over 
his entire will to the Rogatchover, saying he had 
no heirs and that he was confident the rabbi 
would allocate the funds to the most needy and 
deserving charities. The man passed away, and 
before long the rabbi's house was full of people 
claiming to know the best way to use the funds. 
One proposal came from the Chevra Kadisha, 
which was responsible for the upkeep of the 
cemetery: the cemetery needed a fence to keep 
stray dogs from wandering into the consecrated 
area. "I'm amazed," replied the rabbi, "at the 
dogs' keen sense of smell, perceiving that the 
money was in my trust. "20 

Despite the bite of the Rabbi's rejoinders, no one left 
him feeling slighted or embarrassed. On the contrary, 
the penetrating sense of truth in his every utterance 
often solved otherwise irreconcilable differences and 
acrimonious disputes. 

20 

A couple who had not been getting along with 
each other asked him if they should move to the 
Holy Land. The Rogatchover gave them a soul-

Bereishis 22:6 - Before the Akei'dah, Avraham 
loaded the wood on Yitzchak, but not the knife, 
because there is a disagreement between the Talmud 
Bavli (Pesachim 66a) and the Yerushalmi (Pesachim 
6:1) if it is permissible to lean the knife on the 
sacrifice once it has been sanctified. Avraham 
wanted to make sure that every detail of his 
precious korban was perfect, and was scrupulous to 
fulfill all halachic opinions. 

piercing look and inquired, "Is there not enough 
controversy in the Holy Land?" The simple, 
razor-sharp words were just what the unfortunate 
couple needed at that momerzt. 21 

The Gemora and the Contested Kvitentzia 

THERE WAS A PERIOD in Czarist Russia when, for a large 
sum of money, one could be freed from military service. 
Upon receipt of the money, the government granted the 
purchaser a kviterztzia, which was transferrable. The 
government eventually stopped this policy, but 
honored any kvitentzia still in circulation. The waiver 
then became a rare and expensive item, and its owner 
could obtain a fortune for it during times of maximum 
conscription. 

A wealthy man had purchased a kvitentzia 
and passed away. His will specified that the 

waiver go to his youngest son. The young man 
had a physical disability and decided to risk 
taking his physical. If freed because of his 
condition, so much the better. If not, he could 
always fall back on the kvitentzia. The boy was 
freed and when his brothers learned of this, they 
demanded a share of profits from the sale of the 
kvitentzia. They claimed that their father had 
only left him the waiver to protect him from 
conscription, but once that was no longer a threat, 
the document became part of the general family 
inheritance. The boy, on the other hand, claimed 
that their father had given it to him. It was no 
one's business how he had been freed from the 
draft. All members of the family agreed to consult 
the Rogatchover, and to abide by his ruling. 

After listening to the story, the Rogatchover 
called over the young man and said kindly, 
"Come, let us study a bit of Gemora together." 

The Rabbi opened the tractate Nazir to 24a and 
read: "If a woman made a vow to become a nazir 
and had set apart her cattle for the korban 
(offering) and her husband then revoked her vow, 
if the cattle were his, then . ... if they were hers, 
then ... " He then showed him that the Gemora 
asks upon this Mishna, "What difference does it 
make if the cattle had originally been hers 
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The Midrash (Vayikro Rabba 25:6) states that 
Avraham Avinu was a kohein gadol. What dif
ference was there if he was a regular kohein or a 
kohein gadol? It is clear that Avraham had to be a 
kohein in order to perform any sacrifice. Yet, the 
Akeidah was unique, because in the process of per
forming the sacrifice, the kohein would become an 
onen (one whose immediate .relative has died that 
day), and only a kohein gadol can bring a sacrifice 

or not? Even if they were her husband's and he 
gave them to her, in the end, they belonged to her. 
The Gemoraanswers, He only gave her the cattle 
for something she would need and since he 
revoked her vow she does not need the cattle. It is 
as if they were never hers. And so it is with you, 
my friend," the Rogatchover continued. "Clearly, 
your father only designated the kvitentzia for you 
because he feared for you should you be drafted. 
Now that you are free without the kvitentzia, the 
halacha views it as if it never belonged to you." 
The decision seemed so logical and self-evident 
once the Rogatchover had explained it, that the 
young man accepted it with a glad heart and no 
remorse at all.23 

The Gap Between Speech and Pen 

THE ABOVE INCIDENT ILLUSTRATES a strange paradox in 
the Rogatchover's powers of explanation. When the 
Rogatchover spoke to elucidate the Torah, even the 
most esoteric explication seemed simple and inevitable. 
Thus, the young man who lost his rights to the kvitent
zia left Dvinsk satisfied that justice had been done. Yet, 
in print, the story was entirely different. For a number 
of reasons, the works of Rabbi Rosen read like those of 
no other Gadol, except perhaps the Vilna Gaon. 

Primarily, this difficulty is because the Rogatchover 
uses very few words. Citing pertinent Talmudic 
references, he felt, was sufficient. Unfortunately, not 
many others of the last few generations can approach a 
letter with as many as 2500 Talmudic references 23 as if 
reading an expository letter from a friend. 

Another reason for the difficulty in understanding 
the Rogatchover's printed works is that he created a 
new halachic vocabulary to convey his profoundly 
original thoughts. His terminology is, interestingly 
enough, familiar to students of the Rambam's Moreh 
Nevuchim (The Guide for the Perplexed), but largely 
unknown to Torah scholars of more conventional 
background. To the Rogatchover, the entire Guide is a 
key to halacha. The Rambam does not deal in mere 
philosophy or theology to convince those unsure of 
their religion. He has presented us with a map through 
the byways of the Talmud, and the Rogatchover uses 
that map to transverse the entire Torah. 
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as an onen. Therefore it was crucial that Avraham 
be a kohein gadol. 

When Yoseif visited his ailing father, Yaakov, he 
"took his two sons with him" (Bereishis 48:1). The 
reason? There are halachic opinions (see She'iltos 
d'Rav Achai, Parshas Acharei, 93) that one should 
not visit the sick alone. 

To overcome these difficulties, Rabbi Menachem 
Mendel Kasher with a group of Torah scholars, has un
locked the key to this great treasure. In his work, 
Mefa'ane'ach Tzefunos, Rabbi Kasher details each new 
terms used by the Rogatchover and explains their 
philosophic meaning and halachic context. 

Of Heroism and Kiddush Hashem 

AN IMMENSE DEBT OF GRATITUDE - so meager a word 
for so monumental a debt - is due for the incredible 
heroism of the Rogatchover's daughter, Rebbetzin 
Rochel Citron, and the Rogatchover's successor in 
Dvinsk and ta/mid muvhok (major disciple), Rabbi 
Yisroel Alter Safran-Fuchs. When the Rogatchover 
passed away on the llth of Adar I, 5696 (1936), Reb 
Alter was chosen as his successor although he was only 
25 and as yet unmarried. From the moment of his ac
ceptance until the last day of his life, he spent every 
moment in dedication to the writings of his great Reb
be. Amazingly, during the most difficult of times, the 
war years of 1940 and 1941, he managed to publish two 
volumes of Responsa from the Rogatchover. During 
this desperate time, the Rogatchover's daughter, Reb
betzin Citron - by then widowed - left Palestine to 
help Rabbi Safran-Fuchs in his work. 

But of course, times got worse. The end was coming 
closer and the Nazis tv"r.l, were nearing Dvinsk. Rabbi 
Safran-Fuchs and Rebbetzin Citron had many oppor
tunities to escape to America where they had relatives, 
but they recognized an eternal purpose in remaining in 
Dvinsk to save the writings of his Rebbe. Thus began 
the great race against time. For two years, Reb Alter and 
Rebbetzin Citron, against great and dangerous odds, 
made micro-photographs of the Rogatchover's writings 
- the glosses on the sides of his Gemoros, Chumoshim, 
and other sefarim - and sent them to his uncle in 
America. Every two weeks, he faithfully mailed his 
precious cargo. 

All in all, he miraculously managed to send one entire 
Gemora (Makos and mesichtos ketanos),2500 pages of 
Talmudical glosses, 1500 pages of commentary upon 
the Rambam, and 1200 more covering assorted parts of 
the Torah. The last package was sent one week before 
the Nazis entered Dvinsk and undoubtedly by the time 
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When Yoseif's brothers went to Egypt, the Torah 
(Bereishis 48:8) tells us that he recognized them but 
they did not recognize him. Rashi explains that 
when they had separated they already had had 
beards, but Yoseif had not. Another reason might 
be that they did not gaze directly at his face because 
the Talmud (Chagigah 16a) states that staring 
directly at a monarch is damaging to the eyes. 

In the prophet Yeshayah's (Chapter 11) descrip
tions of the age of Moshiach, we find the passage, 
"And the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the 
leopard ... with the kid, and the calf and the young 
lion ... and a little child shall lead them." These 
last words are often taken to reflect the state of utter 
docility which will prevail during the Messianic Era. 
Yet, there are no mere metaphors in the Torah. In 

the invaluable package arrived in the United States, the 
young rabbi had already offered up his life to his 
Maker own 11/1,'P ?v,24 

The Treasure in Miniature 

?:i'n:llll n,in ,no ,,,,nK ?m:i ,,,,n ?:in. EVEN THE TORAH 
NEEDS GOOD FORTUNE. From June, 1941, when the last 
package of the Rogatchover's Torah writings was sent 
to America, until June, 1957, the tiny photographs lay 
abandoned and unread. Mrs. Yetta Leah Safran, in 
whose possession the writings had been entrusted, 
made a number of attempts to bring the manuscripts to 
the public attention. The organizations with whom she 
spoke were largely uninterested and claimed that, 
anyway, there was no way to sufficiently enlarge the 
miniscule prints. So the matter remained for sixteen 
years. 

In 1957, the hashgacha - the Heavenly Hand -
guided the confluence of a number of events to allow 
the Rogatchover' s writings to finally emerge from ob
scurity. Rabbi Menachem M. Kasher found out about 
the manuscript and, with the aid of several founda
tions, obtained the funds to initiate the Tzofnas 
Pa'ane'ach Institute, publishing the writings of the 
Rogatchover in understandable form. Also, an enlarger 
had been designed that could produce the pages of the 

truth, only "a little child" would be allowed to lead 
these combinations of animals, for their joining 
constitutes the prohibition of k'leiyim (forbidden 
combinations), and thus not even a child of 
educable age would be allowed to lead them, but 
only "a little child."26 

Why (in Birchas Hamozon) do we say ?'!11' during 
the week and ?1,lY.l on Shabbos and Yomim Tovim? 
The Gemora (Sh~bbos 116b) tells us that on Shab
bos from Mirzcha onward we must not read from 
Kesuvim (Holy Writings), but we may read from 
Nevi'im (Prophets). Therefore, on Shabbos we 
make sure to say ?1,;r.i, which is quoted from 
Prophets (II Shmuel 22:51), maintaining a distinc
tion from the weekday version, which comes from 
Holy Writings (Tehillim 18:51), which may be 
recited any time during the week.28 

Rogatchover's Talmud with sufficient clarity to allow 
faithful transcription of his words. Rebbetzin Citron 
and Rabbi Safran-Fuchs must know in Gan-Eden that 
their deaths were far from in vain, and that every letter 
of the Rogatchover's Torah studied throughout the 
world today is the direct result of their noble and heroic 
sacrifice. 

The Last Days 

THE ROGATCHOVER. TOO, died a truly Torah death. He 
had been taken to Vienna for surgery,which proved un
successful, and he was in constant, agonizing pain. Yet, 
amazingly, when someone asked him a Torah question, 
the pain would seem to disappear and the old color and 
fervor returned. The Rebbetzin deliberately invited 
Torah scholars in to take the Gaon's mind off the ex
cruciating pain, and the Gaon himself begged those in 
the room, "Ask me questions about the Torah. Ask! 
Ask!"25 

So it was that the holy soul that had spent its entire 
life on earth studying Torah was in the end soothed and 
quieted by the healing power of that Torah. And in a 
quiet moment, that great soul simply went from its 
earthly Bais Hamedrosh to the Mesivta D'Rokiya - the 
Heavenly House of Study - perhaps more than an end, 
or even a new beginning, simply ... a continuation. 

IT, 

Footnotes 
1 Heard from Rabbis Shemaryahu Shulman 
and T ovia Preschel. 

4 See TP on Bereishis 3: 15. See also Bova 
Kama lSb. 
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Man and Time, New York:Doubleday & 
Company, Inc., 1964, pp. 190-274). 
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controversy concerning the nature of Time. 
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"units of time arbitrarily chosen" (Newton), 
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73). With the advent of Einstein's theory of 
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Einstein's assertion that "absolute time does 
not exist and ... its rate of flow, that is to 
say, the measure of time differences and in
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coordinate systems." In short, this means 
that the concept of simultaneity is relative. 
The chief opponents of Einstein in this field 
are Jacques Maritain and Henri Bergson who 
maintain that "two events that are 
simultaneous for one observer are necessarily 
simultaneous for all others.'' 

The Tor ah implications of this controversy 
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cerning himself with the discussions of 
physicists, mathematicians, etc., he ex
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views on the philosophy of time controversy 
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Mefa'aneach Tzefunos, pp. 87-112, and 
Rabbi Moshe Grossberg's Tz'funos 
hoRogatshove', pp. 1-25. See, especially, 
Rabbi Kasher's note on page 73, where, 
without referring to Rabbi Grossberg by 
name, he disagrees totally with his in-

terpretation of the Rogatchover's position 
concerning this matter. 
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from a talmid muvhak of the Rogatchover, 
who was present at the time. 
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17 Quoted by Rabbi Isser Frankel, Yechidei 
Seguloh, Tel Aviv, 1956, p. 185. 
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20Rabbi Frankel, p. 186. 
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23 See, for instance, the beginning of the TP 
on Hilchos T erumos and the new sefer by 
Rabbi Mordechai Savitsky of Boston 
(published in honor of the Rogatchover's 
40th Yahrtzteit), consisting of Rabbi 
Savitsky's correspondence with the 
Rogatchover. 
24 Hillel Seidman, Ishim She'hikarti. 
25 Heard from Rabbi David Cohen, Brook
lyn. 
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A Pesach Tale: 

THE EYES THAT TALKED 

A haunting story of courage and strength in the face of despair, 

celebrating the human spirit's eternal uplifting powers. 

--------------Goldie Berger 
HER EYES COME BACK TO ME in the fruit
market - those gleaming dark eyes that had held me 
spellbound more than a quarter-century ago. The eyes 
come back and hold me once again. 

It is the rush-time of pre-Yorn Tov shopping. I am in 
the fruit store to stock up for items for the Sedorim -
bitter herbs, fruits, nuts, and other delicacies, for com
pany is coming: my married daughter, her husband, 
and my two adorable einiklach. 
The bins of plump fruits and green vegetables are 
reflected in the slanting mirrors above them. Customers 
vie with one another to hand-select the best for Pesach. 
I reach for some imported fruit, and in my inner eye I 
see my grandchildren's rounded little fingers grasping 
the tropical products .... I am absorbed in my reverie, 
when a shove at my elbow brings me back to my sur
roundings. Guiltily I smile in apology into the slanting 
mirror above. A pair of blazing dark eyes, shining with 
a glowing fire, greet me in the mirror. I stand paralyzed. 
"Frau Mayerska!" I practically shout, ready to embrace 
a dear old friend. "Is it really you?" 
The woman stops short and stares at me. I have been 
mistaken. It seems someone other than my long-lost 
friend could possess those eyes. I stand glued to the 
spot, gaping. Finally I mutter an incoherent apology 
and head for the cashier. Laden with one heavy bag on 
each arm, I blindly walk homeward, oblivious of the 
blinking lights whisking by me, of the people or the 
traffic. For I head back, as surely as the wings of my af
fection and desire can take me, as the great longing in 
my heart can transport me, straight into the arms of a 
squat, middle-aged woman, whose penetrating dark 
eyes had held me spellbound and had changed the 
course of my life some twenty-five-odd years ago. 

MRS. BERGER, a housewife and writer, has based this story on personal 
observation. It is part of a larger work in progress. 
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SHE COMES UNOBTRUSIVELY into our midst. 
Yet her presence is as conspicuous, as outlandish, as 
only a forty-year-old, weather-beaten woman can look 
among a flighty group of eighteen-to-twenty-three
year-old girls. She talks a lot - can hardly stop talking 
- all the while fondly embracing in her look each and 
every one of us. I am the only sixteen-year-old in the 
group, a child still, in need of her parents' loving 
protection. To have lost them so shockingly and so 
soon is unabsorbable to me. I partake hardly at all in the 
motions of life, never giggling with my roommates who 
find amusement in the silliest incidents; never shedding 
a tear when, in moments of sadness and weeping, they 
recount to one another their tragic concentration-camp 
experiences. I'm insensitive to efforts at getting me out 
of my torpor. For I have withdrawn into myself - a 
deeply pained creature absorbed in desolation. 
At first Frau Mayerska does not realize that her Lithua
nian Yiddish is incomprehensible to these young 
women, most of whom are Hungarian-born. Her gut
tural accents sound strange, and the girls sharpen their 
ears to catch her phrases. Besides a few familiar
sounding Yiddish words, her talk is lost on them. But 
her eyes talk: those glowing black eyes that shine with 
an unn~tural fire; that hold their listeners in their grip, 
hypnotizing, arresting, fascinating. 
I am left alone in her company by the force of circum
stances, when two cots are moved from the 
overcrowded dormitory bedroom into the dining-room 
for our use. Glumly I get ready for bed, not noticing, 
until I see her eyes looking out toward the open win
dow, the budding branches of the huge elm tree, rising 
majestically to our second-floor view, from the 
backyard of our displaced-persons camp. The little 
green buds stand out i.n the moonglow like ripening 
promises of nature's essence, a sign of inexorable 
regeneration. But I stare bleakly and reject this sign. It 
holds no promise for me. 
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AT POT A TO-PEELING time in the kitchen, where 
all of us help prepare the meals for ourselves as well as 
for the large men's dormitory, Frau Mayerska naturally 
resumes her garrulous chatter. Peeling with lightning
quickness, and plopping her potatoes one by one into 
the huge pot in the center of the floor, she talks of 
many things. The girls wink at one another and smile 
with mirth. But they listen in spite of themselves, 
catching another phrase, another word that sounds 
familiar. She seems to be recalling a holiday event back 
home in Lithuania. From time to time I slow down my 
peeling and stare unobserved at her eyes. Something in 
my forsaken soul finds an echo in their intensity. 
Despite their spark of the moment, they mirror a deep 
sadness. And I feel drawn toward her. 

BY THE TIME, a few weeks later, she sings at our 
Shabbos afternoon gathering, most of us penetrate her 
guttural accent. 
"And now, girls," says Shoshana, our spirited leader 
who has just finished reciting the Pirkei Avos, "we 
shall sing some Shabbos songs together." 
All the girls - except myself - sing, and when they 
finish, Shoshana stands up and asks, with a twinkle in 
her eye, "Frau Mayerska, won't you entertain us with 
one of your Lithuanian songs?" 
Reluctant at first, our middle-aged companion is more 
or less goaded into singing by the girls' amused urgings. 
She hobbles to the head of the table and stands near 
Shoshana. Quietly, so we can hardly hear, she an
nounces, "The name of my song is 'In a Litvishe Derf'l 
Veit.' I learned it in the Partisan movement from a dear 
friend who is no longer with us." 
She pauses a moment, then commences to sing in a 
thin, tremulous voice that barely carries a tune. The 
girls' amusement is heightened; but within minutes all 
titters halt as the words of her song sink in: 

In a village hut, far far away, 
Little children romp and play, 
Among them one with blackest eyes, 
With lips so red and skin so nice. 
Brought here in the darkest night, 
His mother hugged and held him tight, 
"From danger here you will be safe, 
"My dearest child, try to be brave." 
"Oh, mother, please," the child implored, 
As teardrops from his eyelids poured, 
"This place so strange to me, so new, 
"Mother, let me go with you!" 

A big swell rises within me. It chokes and 
overwhelms me. An image comes back: Two columns 
of people and I'm pushed to the right. The distance 
widens and I can't reach her. "Mother, let me go with 
you\" I cry across the gap. But she is pulled to the op-
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posite side. My mother's arms extend toward me and 
mine toward her. I want to run to her. A strong arm 
restrains me. Then I can't see her anymore .... 
Heavy teardrops stream down my face. I gulp and swal
low them. Through cloudy vision I see other eyes brim
ming and overflowing. Frau Mayerska' s thin, warbling 
voice concludes the song: 

"The wind outside a storm blows, 
She cries. "How is my child - who knows?" 
She wails and pleads in voice wild, 
"G-d, have mercy on my child!" 

The floodgates burst inside me. I'm wracked with 
sobs. My whole body shakes. It is as if my insides are 
torn out of me. And yet, a gradual relief suffuses me as 
well - a loosening of a tight ball. 
Across the table Frau Mayerska's luminous eyes grip 
my attention. A deep sadness emanates from their 
sockets; but a spark kindles inside them. They talk to 
me and I get their mute message: "I feel with you in 
your anguish. Hang on and be brave, dear child. Life 
must go on." 
I gaze at her and nod my understanding, smiling weak
ly. A murmur of voices around us turns into loud chat
ter. Things have come back to normal. 

THAT AFTERNOON, Frau Mayerska finally 
comes into her own. The girls surround her, asking for 
tales about her Lithuania. She pours an endless stream 
of engrossing stories and experiences, some of them 
very sad: Her feet had been frostbitten in the wintry 
Lithuanian forests ... At the risk of ridicule she had 
adhered to religious observances among the Partisans 
... She had lost two children to the Nazis. 
We all listen with absorption and deep feeling. Her eyes 
caress and fondle us. A deep affection is generated 
between us. 
In subsequent days, her abrupt remarks of encourage
ment or criticism are accepted as a matter of course. 
Once, at bedtime, she looks me over pensively. "You 
have such expressive brown eyes," she says softly, 
tucking her feet into the newly-requisitioned heavy 
woolen socks we had gotten for her. I am careful, as 
usual, to avoid my reflection in the hall mirror on my 
way to the bathroom. But on returning, I glide closer. I 
take a deep breath and view myself. 
A shock awaits me. Inside a pale, gaunt face, two 
saucer-like wide brown eyes, deeply shadowed, look 
back at me. I move away, still looking, and behold a 
frail, undernourished body. I stand amazed, 
bewildered. "I must eat more," I murmur to myself. I 
also vow to be more selective when rummaging through 
the piles of old clothes in the D.P. camp storehouse. 
The nondiscript, oversized dress I'm wearing only ac
centuates my thinness. A new awareness is aroused in 
me: the life-signs of vanity. 
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Sabina 
Contracting 

General Contractor 
1:; Kitchens 1:; Basements 1:; Attics 

WE CAN 

THE WEEKS TURN INTO MONTHS. I fill out 
somewhat; I participate more. Frau Mayerska is busy 
setting up shiduchim for the older girls. Then one day 
she receives a letter and breaks the news to us: her one 
surviving relative is on her way to Palestine and she will 
join her. We are sad to see her go, but happy that she is 
about to find a permanent home - something all of us 
yearn for. On the train platform, we surround her 
where she stands near her many bundles and bags. We 
say tearful goodbyes to her. She embraces me warmly, a 
rare tear flowing down her face. "Go on and live," she 
orders me fondly. "Your future is ahead of you." 
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Remodel your kitchen with convenience and 
style 

As I kiss her, my eyes mirror hers; the two become one; 
her strength flows into mine. 
Her eyes are with me as the train leaves the station. In 
fact, they never again leave me. For they have 
emblazoned themselves into my soul; giving impetus to 
my very existence. 

Finish your basement in comfort and class 

Make over your attic to enhance and 
expand your house 

DEAR FRAU MA YERSKA, though an ocean and a 
quarter-century separate us, our hearts and spirits re
main one. Through the joyful celebration of Pesach, 
surrounded by my precious family, I vow to have you 
in mind throughout the Sedorim, and in all my prayers, 
asking for G-d' s most cherished blessings of fullest 
freedom - in every precious sense of the word - upon 
you. IX 

We're only a telephone call away for free es
timates and expert advice. 

9018Ave.B 

(212) 342-7785 

Brooklyn, NY 11236 

B&Z SMASHES THE PRICE BARRIER 

B&Z challenges you to beat its prices anywhere. Easy to 
get to, free of the honking horns and fender-threatening 
traffic of the old shopping streets, and ready to caress your 
pocketbook as well as your taste, B&Z on Coney Island 
Avenue (bet. Aves. J&K) has some surprises in store for you: 
savings galore on top-quality name brands. 

Come in soon so you can be the one to tell your friends 
first. 

B&Z Trade Center 
1396 Coney Island Ave/ Bet. Aues J&K 

951-6251 / 951-6389 Ask for Bernie or Joseph 

Hours: SUNDAY 10-6 
MON.-THURS. 10-9 / FRIDAY 10-2 

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS 
UNTIL 10 P.M. 
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1) One of nine leading Yeshiva heads and Chassidic leaders who form the highest governing bodies of 
Agudath Israel of America; 2) Rosh haKolel, Los Angeles; 3) lmporter~industrialist, ChicagQ; 4) Dean, 
University of Maryland Law School; 5) Farmer, Vineland, NJ.; 6) Certified Public Accountant; 7) Reserved for 
you. 

They are all members of Agudath Israel - the Movement that symbblizes 
the supremacy of Torah in everything a Jew thinks and does ... the Move
ment that has the foremost Gedolei Torah as policy makers, not just trim
ming on the stationery ... 

o The Movement that is respected and listened to in national and local 
legislative and executive chambers, when vital interests of the Orthodox 
Jew are at stake ... 

o The Movement that knows that Torah education is of top priority, and says 
so in ways that count through dozens of trailblazing projects for young 
and old ... 

o The Movement that listens to the needs of senior citizens, the jobless, and 
shut-ins, and says "Yes" with a Torah flavor ... 

o The Movement that is liberating the Torah Jew from the sense of in-
feriority which shackled him for so many years. 

A CARD IS RESERVED FOR YOU because this Movement, to be more 
effective needs you to join Jews from every walk of life who are part of this 
historic effort ... 

as a member of 

AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA 
Where Judaism's Tomorrow is Today's Agenda for Action 

Presidium: Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, chairman I Rabbi Moshe Horowitz, (Bostoner Rebbe) 
Rabbi Shneur Kotler I Rabbi Nochum Perlow, (Noveminsker Rebbe) I Rabbi Boruch Sorotzkin 

Rabbi Chaskel Besser I Rabbi Moshe Sherer 

Fill out and mail this application today D Become a member now! - - - '""I 
Agudath Israel of America 5 Beekman Street New York City, 10038 I 

Get off the sidelines. 
Give yourself the added 
protection of becoming 
a member of America's 

Torah mobilization 
movement: Agudath 

Israel of America. Your 
strength is in Agudath 

Israel's numbers. 

0 Enclosed please find my check of $10 for my membership in Agudath 
Israel. ($15 annual membership. Only $10 for new members: includes 
free one year introductory subscription to The Jewish Observer or Dos 
Yiddishe Vort - saves you $12.50) 

Name. 

Address 

City, State, Zip .. 

0 I'd like to know more about Agudath Israel. Send me a directory of 
Agudath Israel's services. 

The cosls of this adl.IE'rti$ement were paid by friends of Agudoth Israel of America 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

AGUDATH ISRAEL: 
An Ideal in Action 

•Youth Work: 
Pirchei, Bachurei, Zeirei and Bnos 
Agudath Israel 

•20,000 children led by 1500 volunteers 
•5 Regional Siyum Mishnayos gatherings 
-50,000 Mishnayos memorized 

•Semi-annual Hasmodah Contest 
-10,000 extra Torah study hours 

• Summer Camps 
•Camp Agudah for boys 
•Camp Bnos for girls 
-Over 1000 children from North and 
South America each year, many on 
scholarship 

• Public Information 
•The Jewish Observer 
•Dos Yiddishe Vort 
•Position Papers on vital issues 

• Senior Citizens 
•3 full-activity centers 
•2 nutrition clubs 
•serving 10,000 senior citizens 

• Project COPE 
•On-Job·Training 
•Professional guidance and counselling 
•Vocational Education and Job Club 
-3,000 people served in 1975, 20% of 
them Russian Jews 
• Legislation and Civic Action 
•Advocate to government agencies 
-defending rights of Orthodox Jews 
-spokesman for government aid to 
Yeshivas 

• Adult Torah Education 
•DafYomi 
•ReShe T-T orah Education Network 

• JEP Reach-Out 
•Release Hour classes - 500 children 
from 19 public schools 
•Shabbatons 
•oVer 1000 children serviced in 1975, 75 
placed ln Yeshivas, more in camps 
•Chavrusa program for day school 
children 

•Overseas 
•Spiritual absorption of Russian 
immigrants in Israel 
•Parcels to Jews In Soviet lands 
•Afternoon clubs for Israeli youth 
•Establishing Torah schools in Latin 
America 

•And much, much more 
responsible activism! ____________________ .._ ______________ __, 



BOOKS 
FROM THE WISDOM OF MISHLE, by Rabbi S.R. 
Hirsch, (Feldheim, 1976; $9.00 - prepublication price 
till Shavouth $7.50) 

THE APPEARANCE OF ANY WORK by Rabbi Samson 
Raphael Hirsch in English is a literary event of prime 
importance. This is particularly true in the case of the 
present book, for it contains a series of 22 essays on 
Mishle which never before appeared in one volume. 
They were written and appeared between 1883 and 
1885 in the German Jewish periodical, Jeschurun. In 
presenting and interpreting the wisdom of Mish le, Rab
bi S.R. Hirsch chose not to write a running commentary 
on the text, but rather to select the major topics that ap
pear in this sefer and to group together and discuss 
jointly all the passages related to each of these topics -
such as wisdom, righteousness, parents and children, 
rich and poor, marriage, friendship, and speech. 

Anybody who ever taught Mishle knows that, to 
convey a fuller understanding of the sefer, it is neces
sary to give an overview of the various themes that are 
intertwined in it. We now have the opportunity to have 
this done for us by one of the greatest leaders of 
modern Jewry who, in his inimitable way, points out 
the profound significance, and relevance to us, of the 
teachings of Mishle. 

Fundamental to the sefer is the juxtaposition of tzad
dik and rasha - and Rabbi S.R. Hirsch makes us aware 
that the distinction between these two does not lie just 
in their actions (a man may be a rasha even if he does 
not have the opportunity to commit the heinous 
wrongs that we usually associate with that term); the 
distinction lies in their different ideas and aspirations 
and, ultimately, in their respective relationships to G-d. 
The rasha "thinks that his own intelligence and calcu
lations make him able to do virtually anything at all ... 
G-d' s knowledge, teachings and guidance - and conse
quently also His assistance - can be dispensed with." 
This definition should give us pause to think, for is not 
everybody tempted, ever so often, to substitute his own 
wishful thinking for the guidance of G-d? 

Rabbi S.R. Hirsch's discussion of wisdom, as so very 
much emphasized in Mishle, is of particular interest. It 
reveals not only his insight into human nature, but how 
his interpretations are founded on the bedrock of 
Jewish thinking as expressed in the classics of Torah 
literature. Thus he writes: 
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"The terms chachma, tevuna, and da' as are 
found also as applied to G-d. In fact, they can be 

applied in their truest, deepest, and fullest sense 
only to G-d. The share which human beings get 
from this spiritual essence of wisdom, under
standing, and knowledge - emanating from it and 
made possible by it - is merely our infinitely faint 
echo of the Divine chachma, tevunah, and da' as." 

It follows, incidentally, from this concept that 
wisdom must be acquired. It is "not something to be 
improvised by us ... and can only be acquired through 
the instruction of the Divine Scriptures and tradition of 
our Sages." This is a far cry from the common secular 
conception of wisdom, and has profound implications 
for our self-perfection and the education of our young. 

Many more such insights can be gleaned from the 
pages of the volume before us. Our gratitude is due to 
Dr. Raphael Moller, a direct descendant of the author, 
who brought about the publication of this volume; to 
the translator, Mrs. Karin Paritzky-Joshua and all 
others who have had a share in making this work 
available to us. I am confident that it will prove to be a 
source of great inspiration to all its readers. 

WHAT IS THE REASON, Vol. 6, PESACH, by Rabbi 
Chaim Press, (Bloch Publishing, 1976; $5.95) 

WE HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY previously to welcome 
the publication of Rabbi Press's "anthologies of ques
tions and answers on the Jewish holidays," and I am 
gratified to see the timely appearance of yet another 
volume in this series, on Pesach. 

134 questions cover the entire range of the Yam Tov, 
from Rosh Chodesh Nissan to Yizkor and the issue of 
"brocking" on the last day of Pesach. The answers 
provided (and to many questions there are three, four, 
or five) are drawn from the whole range of Rabbinic 
literature, and the listing of the sources for each answer 
enables the knowledgeable reader to go deeper into the 
subject .matter. 

Of course, there is a limit to how far the author could 
go in pursuing a particular subject, and we are 
sometimes left with the desire to learn more about a 
question raised. Thus, for instance, he states (in answer 
to question 26) that "according to the Rabbis, this 
teaches us that the Mitzvah of eating Matzoh at the 
Seder should be performed with the Matzoth that were 
baked on the eve of Passover .... " The readers will 
then ask: Why does not everybody do this then? And 
what about Passover eve that falls on Shabbos? 

Yet it is a tribute to the author's work that he 
stimulates our curiosity, and the amount of material 
that he has succeeded in presenting in this volume is 
really surprising. A perusal of this volume is bound to 
enrich greatly the reader's knowledge, and in particular 
contribute to his understanding and observance of the 
Seder. 
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OUT OF THE IRON FURNACE, by Rabbi Eliezer 
Ben-David, translated from the Hebrew and adapted by 
Yaakov Feitman (New York, 1975, Shengold 
Publishers, $5.95). 

THIS VOLUME REPRESENTS a most interesting effort to 
provide a new and fuller interpretation of the slavery in 
Egypt and the miraculous redemption of the Jews. 
While the story of the Exodus has been told, year after 
year throughout our past, Rabbi Ben-David seeks to set 
the event within the framework of world history, from 
Creation to Yaakov's descent to Egypt, and to show 
that the ten plagues were not just punishments, meant 
to coerce the Egyptians into letting the Jews go, but had 
a profound significance in teaching a lesson about the 
folly of Egyptian decadence and the imperative for a 
moral way of life. In this manner the plagues provided 
an atonement for the sins of all previous generations 
which had each contributed to the molding of the "Iron 
Furnace" of Egypt, and prepared the way for the great 
mission of the Jewish people. 

Rabbi Ben-David does not just present a picture of 
the past. In this picture, he also helps us recognize 
ourselves, our society, and the pitfalls and temptations 
that we face in it; the very same shortcomings 
highlighted by the plagues are so very much in evidence 
today: the seemingly strange combination of immense 
scientific achievement and deep cultural retrogression 
and moral decay. Thus we come to realize the truly 
profound lesson and ultimate relevance of every detail 
of the story we retell on Seder night, so that we too can 
leave behind us the degradation of enslavement and 
aspire to the spiritual deliverance that will in turn bring 
the ultimate redemption from exile. As the author con
cludes: 
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"It must be manifest that not only have we not 
yet emerged from the Iron Furnace, but that it is 
rapidly being reheated to an intolerable degree. 
The Midrash tells us that before the Messiah 
comes, Edom, the symbol of all iniquity before the 
Messianic Age, will be plagued by the same 
calamities as those which afflicted Egypt. Surely 
that is an indication that the Ten Plagues were not 
merely one-time punishments for an ancient 
enemy. They remain eternal lessons from which 
we can pattern our lives and structure our goals, 
so that they match and coincide with the Creator's 
Divine plan for the world." 

The fact that, while the Jews left Egyptian bondage, 
they shll remained, and remain, "on the road"; that the 
Egyptian exile foreshadowed all later exiles; and that 
the final redemption will be the ultimate end of the 
process that started in Egypt; all this has been stressed 
by our sages. But the application in detail to our 
modern age is what gives this volume its special value. 

Our thanks are also due to Rabbi Feitman who has 
not only translated the original work but, in the 
process, has added essential explanations and elabora
tions that greatly contribute to the effectiveness of this 
work in enlightening and inspiring its readers. ~';; 

I.SRAEL 
Burials and American Disinterments 

1n~1'1~r:; no5r:: 
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Enroute to Israel within the same day 
•Strict adherence to Halacha and Minhagim. 

·Arrangements made during lifetime with no obligation 
•Chapel secured in any community. 
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Memorial Chapel, Inc./ Funeral Directors 

MANHATTAN: 
180West 76th St.(at Amsterdam Ave.JN.Y.,N.Y./ EN 2.6600 

BROOKL YN:3 l 0 Coney Island Ave. (Ocean Parkway at Prospect Park 
Brooklyn ,N .Y ./UL 4-2000 

BRONX: 1963 Grand Concourse(at 179th St.) B ronx,N.Y./ LU 3-6300 
FAR ROCKAWAY:l2-50 Central Ave.,Far Rockaway,N.Y./ FA 7-7100 

And The Westchester Riverside Memorial Chapel,!nc. 
21 West Broad Street, Mt. Vernon,N. Y. / (914) MO 4-6800 

Chapels in Miami,Miami Beach,Hollywood,Sunrise,Florida 

Carl Grossberg/ Andrew Fi er /Solomon Shoulson 

• " For generations a symbol of Jewish Tradition, 
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second looks 
at the jewish scene 
Brussels II 
and the Branover Survey 

THE NUMBER OF JEWS gammg 
permission to emigrate from the 
Soviet Union hit a five year low in 
1975 (see box), so the same 
organizations that convened the 
Brussels Conference on Soviet 
Jewry in 1971 convened Brussels II 
this past February. 

and friends still incarcerated behind 
the Iron Curtain that it may not be 
worth all the risks to apply for 
emigration papers. This is a tragic 
anticlimax to the sacrifice invested 
in getting out of the Soviet to Israel, 
and in the long run has a dampen
ing effect on the whole purpose of 
Brussels II as it had originally been 
called; enhancement of possibilities 
of emigration from Russia. The fol
lowing bears this out: 

The Scientists Find Fault 

DR. VIKTOR POLSKY, a leading Soviet 
Jewish scientist now in Israel, was 
recently quoted as saying that let
ters to Russia from recent olim con
vey a deep disappointment over 
corrupt social conditions, low moral 
level, and lack of loyalty to the 
country and its ideals among so 
much of the populace. He felt that 
the bad news from Israel dampens 
enthusiasm for aliya in the Soviet. 

True, the 100,000 that already made 
it to Israel could easily be duplicated 
if Soviet travel restriction would be 
relaxed. (As many as 170,000 visa 
applications remain unanswered.) 
But if the social climate would 
improve, this would be reflected in 
an even sharper increase in applica
tions for emigration, and would 
result in yet greater internal presure 
on the USSR to yield more 
generously. 

A more detailed study by the 
Union of Academicians 
SHAMYR (Shomrei Mitzvos 
Yotzei Russia - Observant Russian 
!migrants) under the direction of 
Dr. Yirmiyahu (Herman) Branover, 
brought the problem into even 
sharper focus. Dr. Branover is a 
widely-celebrated hydrophysicist 
who made headlines the world-over 
several years ago when he paid the 
highest education tax ($40,000) on 
record for the privilege of leaving 
the Soviet Union. The SHAMYR 
survey, conducted by sociology stu
dents, polled three hundred recent 
Russian immigrants on their at
titudes toward life in Israel: 30 per 
cent said that they advised their 
friends and relatives to stay in the 
U.S.S.R. - A shocking response 
from the very people who had dis
tinguished themselves by heroically 
defying one of the world's most op
pressive governments! 

Dr. Branover has long contended 
that Soviet olim are driven by an in
sistent, but often undefined, urge to 
fully experience their Jewish iden-

Whether the thousand-plus Jews 
who met, spoke, and dined together 
can have any influence on 
Kremlin's emigration policies can be 
debated: Does a Jewish protest 
gathering on any topic grab 
headlines today as effectively as it 
did five years ago? To what extent 
is the Soviet Union moved by 
public opinion? Can American
Jewish political leverage be used to 
any long-term advantage in an elec
tion year? If emigration restrictions 
are relaxed, what would the 
reprecussions be in the U.S.S.R. 's 
internal treatment of Jews? These, 
and many more questions served to 
cloud the purpose of convening 
Brussels II. JEWISH EMIGRATION FROM RUSSIA 

There are some desperate needs, 
however, that could well be met by 
the organizations that participated 
in Brussels II. If the leaders of the 
AJC's, Bnai Brith, JNF, UJA, Israeli 
Bonds, Hadassah, Jewish Agency, 
and the Israeli Ministry of Immigra
tion and Absorption put their 
minds to it, they could well take 
steps to correct an appalling situa
tion: A third of the Soviet im
migrants to Israel express disillu
sion with the Promised Land, and 
have not hesitated to write relatives 
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tity, and this is what impells them to 
throw away the security and com
forts they had attained in Russia 
for aliya. Once they arrive, 
however, they become so bogged 
down in the petty concerns of adjust
ment, that they lose sight of the 
higher purposes of aliya - unless 
these needs are met very early in the 
game. And, as 32% of those polled 
complained, Israeli society as a 
whole fails to provide them with a 
"Jewish" experience. 

The Branover Findings 

Drop in Observance 

Dr. Branover's contentions take 
on frightening immediacy when one 
checks the details of this survey and 
finds that while 57% of the Russians 
did at least visit a shul on Yorn Kip
pur in the Soviet Union, only 37% 
attend shul in Israel! As for general 
Jewish consciousness, 48% had 
studied Jewish history, tradition, or 
culture while in the Soviet, but 30% 
do so now that they are in Israel. 

The Environment Makers 

Unfortunately, Israeli society's 
lack of Jewishness is not only the 
impression of new arrivals. College 
students, who certainly represent 
the upper echelon of Israeli secular 
society, have a similar self-concept. 
In a poll of several hundred stu
dents: 

52% considered themselves as 
Jews 
38% as Israelis 
10% as undefined members of the 
human race. 

A non-Jewish self-concept is cer
tainly bound to have far-reaching 
affects in terms of lack of loyalty to 
the land and its people: consider 
that among those who do not con
sider themselves religious, 72% 
justify yerida (leaving the Land) ... 
generally, only 1% of the students 
saw aid to immigrants as a matter of 
top priority. 

The Jewish Knowledge Test 

Convinced that a poor self-image 
is the direct result of ignorance, Dr. 
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Branover surveyed the basic 
knowledge of Judaism among col
lege students in Israel. The results 
(published in Hamodea, Feb. 12, 
1976) were shocking. According to 
the testees - most of them products 
of the Israeli educational system, 
only a few of them foreigners -

D The Baal Shem Tov was a 
Sephardic Jew, buried in Meron 

D Rabbi Yehuda Halevi introduced 
Modern Hebrew to Palestine 

D Arba kanfos (the tsitsis garment) 
refers only to the four directions 

D Rambam (Maimonides) was a 
Russian doctor ... 

These ridiculous answers were 
not the exception, but typical of 
most of the responses to this 
questionnaire. Can there be any 
question as to why the student pop
ulation lacks loyalty, and has no 
concern for new olim? 

Beyond Ignorance 

While Dr. Branover finds the stu
dent population ignorant of Jewish 
knowledge and therefore hostile to 
Jewish values, he does not fault 
them. Rather, he puts the blame on 
the teachers .... When he had just 
moved to Beersheva, he was 
shocked at the difficulty of con
vincing a" tenth man" to come in to 
complete the minyan required for 
davening - a difficulty that did not 
exist in Riga! This spurred him to 
personally examine and evaluate 
'general educational conditions in 
Israel, and he found that - beyond 
ignorance - an attitude that he 
could only describe as anti-Semitic 
is actually fostered in the class
rooms. He specifically recalled a 
session where he sat in, in which the 
teacher described the halachic 
procedures of chalitza and yibum in 
great detail, distorting and ridicul-
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ing every aspect of the ritual. "The 
approach was purely anti-Semetic," 
Dr. Branover recalled, "focusing 
only on those details that one could 
not comprehend without 
Talmudical explanations; yet never 
did the teacher refer to them." 

How painful - yet how in
evitable - that, after a schooling 
replete with self-hatred, even the 
most educated of Israelis lacks the 
basic knowledge or attitudes that 
would contribute to loyalty to his 
land and its people! Little wonder 
that "the letters home" to Russia 
say so little to inspire more Jews to 
risk applying for aliya! 
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SHOULD A THOUSAND JEWS convene 
to examine, to plan, to take action to 
improve the situation - of what 
happens to the Soviet Jews after 
they complete the geographic aliya 
- the climate that envelopes them, 
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the religious absorption of Soviet 
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Conservatism, Israel, 
and the Chief Rabbi 

The Conservatives in Israel 

THE ONLY WAY OUT of the terrible 
spiritual malaise that besets Israeli 
society is as full a return to Torah as 
possible. While adults are more set 
in their ways, and more difficult to 
reach, the children are the hope for 
Israel's future - undoubtedly the 
reason the Gedolei Torah have in
vested so strongly in the yeshivos in 
the Holy Land and have put so 
much emphasis on support of the 
Chinuch Atzmai-Torah School 
network. Parents seeking an 
anchorage of stability for their 
children in today's tempest-tossed 
times can at least select a Torah 
school from a choice that also in
cludes Mamlachti (regular govern
ment schools) and Mamlachti-Dati 
(government schools with religious 
orientation). 

Now a new "choice" threatens to 
enter the field, introducing confu
sion to the scene, and winning a 
significant toe-hold for the Conser
vatives in the Holy Land, where un
til now "Dati" had only one mean
ing: Orthodox. As reported in the 
Jerusalem Post (February 17): 

The Education Ministry and 
Jerusalem education authorities 
yesterday gave the green light for 
opening a "tradition-oriented" 
school as part of the state elemen
tary school system. The project is 
for a group who want to give their 
children an education with more 
Jewish content than is taught in 
state schools - without, however, 
endorsing the full religious school 
program. Their religious position 
parallels that of the Conservative 
movement in the U.S. 

The new unit will offer "not less" 
hours of Torah instruction than 
those given in religious schools. 
"We will stress the applicability of 
Jewish tradition in our contem
porary pluralistic society," Dr. 
Levine said. "Together with that we 

will try to demonstrate the 
legitimacy of diversity in religious 
expression throughout Jewish 
history. 

"We hope that our program will 
influence other schools eventually," 
he said. 

The official recognition afforded 
this school would break down a 
long-standing understanding that 
the Jewish religion has one source
Torah as taught at Sinai - and is of 
one denomination. The intrusion of 
an American-style deviation - con
servatism - could have devastating 
effects on the remaining religious 
stability in Israel. Imagine, for a 
moment, a sHuation wherein a 
religious court issues a verdict at 
cross-purposes with the desires of 
the secularist ruling establishment. 
Then picture how easily a solution 
would be available if, instead of be
ing beholden to the current, intran
sigent dati'im, a new breed of 
religious authorities, "who 
demonstrate the legitimacy of diver
sity ... " could be consulted. The 
same folks who permitted a kohain 
to marry a divorcee in direct viola
tion of expressed Torah Law 
(Vayikra 20: 7) could surely do as 
well for other conflicts between 
religious law and secular whim, and 
even brand every such twisting of 
halacha "a religious solution" - a la 
Conservatism. 

It would be hoped that the 
Religions Ministry - or at least the 
Chief Rabbi - would articulate a 
no-nonsense attitude toward the 
Conservatives. However, this does 
not appear to be the case. 

Someone's Making 
a Mistake Somewhere 
"GOREN, ISRAEL WELCOMES ALL 
JEWS, SOME CONCESSIONS TO 
CONSERVATISM" - so proclaims the 
headline on a front-page story in 
The Jewish Post (and Opinion) of 
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New York (February 20). The story, 
by Jean Herschaft, went on to 
record Rabbi Goren's opinions -

On the status on the Conser
vative and Reform rabbinate in 
Israel, he charged that both should 
not be placed on even ground, even 
sentence-wise. "The Reform rab
binate in Israel is not 
acknowledged; never will be until 
they agree to accept the Ten Com
mandments." The Conservative 
rabbinate he placed on a higher 
plane but drew the demarcation line 
between those "that acknowledge 
G-d's ways and those that do not." 

In his final remarks, Rabbi Goren 
turned to Rabbi William Berkowitz 
noting that none of his remarks on 
the Conservative Rabbinate were 
intended for him. He went as far as 
singling out another Conservative 
rabbi, "as one of the most learned 

sages and scholars Judaism has," as 
evidence of his respect to some rab
bis of the Conservative movement. 

I am convinced that someone 
must be making a very serious error 
- either the rabbi or the reporter. It 
hardly seems possible that Rabbi 
Goren would leave any opening 
whatsoever to any group that ar
rogates to itself the power to deter
mine which Torah laws apply to
day, mainly on the basis of 
"relevance," at that! 

Miss Herschaft quotes Rabbi 
Goren as making acceptance of the 
Ten Commandments a requisite of 
"acknowledging G-d' s ways." One 
would normally expect a Rabbi to 
require acceptance of all 613 
mitzvos as a most minimal require~ 
men! for any kind of Judaism. But 
- even granting that the Ten are 
proposed as being representative of 

all 613 - even in the literal sense of 
keeping the Commandments, 
Conservatism does not pass the 
test: the fourth Commandment 
reads: "Keep the Sabbath day to 
make it holy .... " To be sure, the 
Reform also "Keeps the Sabbath," 
but Rabbi Goren rejects their 
Christian-like Sabbath observance. 
By the same token, Sabbath obser
vance Conservative-style, which 
permits driving an automobile to 
services is a desecration, and the 
movement that encourages the 
desecration can not be considered as 
"acknowledging G-d' sways." And, 
any individual, no matter how 
"learned a scholar" he may be, who 
associates himself with such an 
anti-Torah movement, cannot 
rightfully be exempt from Rabbi 
Goren's condemnation as a member 
of "those that do not acknowledge 
G-d's ways." 

"\) 1\ 1

/;,/ I 
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IF THE JEWISH POST is 
misinterpreting Rabbi Goren's at
titude toward Conservatism, it is 
not alone. Two weeks later (March 
5), the paper printed a news item 
wherein: 

Rabbi Benjamin Z. Kreitman, 
newly appointed executive vice
president of the United Synagogue 
of America, welcomed the more 
softened attitude and recognition of 
Conservative rabbis in Israel, even 
if limited, that Rabbi Shlomo Goren 
reflected in remarks, at a recent 
meeting in New York (P-0, Feb. 
13). 

Rabbi Kreitman, who recently 
returned from a visit to Israel, in ex
pressing his heartfelt appreciation 
"of the growing recognition of our 
movement there," noted that Chief 
Rabbi Goren's remarks are consist
ent with Conservatism's "norm
ative and Halachic Judaism." 

The Greatest Threat 

ONE MIGHT SUGGEST that the 
Conservatives are not erring in their 
understanding of the Ashkenazic 
Chief Rabbi's attitudes. Perhaps he 
is blinded by the "scholarship" of 
one Jewish Theological Seminarian, 
or disarmed by the hospitality of 
another. Perhaps he simply does not 
realize that - worse than the bare
headed Reform rabbi who does not 
pretend to honor the letter of 
Sinaitic Law - the yarmulke
wearing Conservative only pretends 
to loyalty to "normative halacha," 
while in fact he tramples on it. 
Perhaps Rabbi Goren is simply not 
aware that Rabbi Kreitman would 
like us to believe that (as he expres
sed it in an interview with Richard 
Yaffe, The Jewish Week-American 
Examiner, February 15): "Talmudic 
tradition" is alive today in Con
servative Judaism ... Where? we 
wonder. In such Conservative trav
esties as the destroying of the tra
ditional synagogue by removing the 
mechitza, "re-writing" the 
Talmudic Kesuba, permitting 
Torah-forbidden marriages, and ad
vocating driving to services on 
Shabbos? How does this conform 
with Talmudic tradition? Rabbi 
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Kreitman says that contemporary 
Conservatives have a superceding 
authority in legislating Shabbos 
Laws and rituals, and are em
powered to overrule standing 
prohibitions and restrictions 
because: 

The argument is settled in 
favor of the last decision {meaning 
that Rabbi Kreitman, circa 1976, 
overrules the Gaon of Vilna-1776, 
the Rambam - 1176, Rabbi Akiva 
- 76 CE.] "because he (the rabbi) is 
cognizant of the issues of the day on 
which he has to rule, and has in ad
dition the wisdom of the ages that 
preceded him. 

"This fear of taking a fresh look 
at things has to be set aside," he in
sisted. "This timidity is killing us. I 
say it is killing the Orthodox move
ment; it even has a deadening eff
ect on certain sections of the 
Conservative movement. 

"There is the feeling - indeed 
false - that any attempts to moder
nize Jewish law or to fashion new 
theological insight are inauthentic. 
Only the old is genuine and authen
tic and what is modern or new is 
questionable. This is part of the 
nostalgia of today. It is sheer, 
superficial sentimentalism. It is a 
complete lack of confidence in our 
own abilites, in our wisdom and in 
our faith." 

Perhaps Rabbi Goren does not 
realize that Conservatism is essen
tially no different from Reform in 
its basic rejection of Masora. It is 
only better disguised by virtue of its 
trappings of adherence to tradition, 
which it keeps on the basis of "how 
it will be received in Scarsdale" 
rather than for its inherent cor
rectness. (In fact, Rabbi Bernard 
Segal, when stepping down after 
nearly a quarter of a century as ex
ecutive head of the United 
Synagogue of America, faulted the 
Reform not for being so liberal as to 
permit violation of Kashrus, but for 
"freezing its liberalism into an 
orthodoxy of its own." It was thus a 
"costly mistake for a prestigious 
temple ... to prohibit its members 
to observe kashruth. " - Making it 
law was the mistake according to 

Segal, but it was not so terrible to let 
it happen on its own . .. from an in
terview by Ben Haran, The Jewish 
Week-American Examiner (Dec. 7, 
1975). 

BY CONTRAST, the vitality and 
eternal strength of Judaism has 
always been its unyielding 
adherence to Torah as presented 
and explained at Sinai - all as 
recorded in the Talmud. While our 
particular problems may change 
from generation to generation, our 
understanding of the Law does not. 
Nor does our acceptance of the 
diminishing powers of interpreta
tion from generation to generation 
ever become undefined. 

Rabbi Goren surely would have 
been more prudent in his remarks 
had he been aware that what he said 
would be misconstrued as endorse
ment of an ideology that rejects the 
final authority of the rabbis of the 
Mishna, the Talmud, Rambam and 
Rashi, and the later codifiers. (No 
one would be so brazen as to sug
gest that once he has recognized 
Conservatism as an inevitability on 
the Israeli scene, Rabbi Goren is 
choosing to "usher in the in
evitable" and be in charge, rather 
than find himself facing the chal
lenge of an independent, officially 
recognized option to his own brand 
of religion!) 

We are now approaching six 
years since the most recent phase of 
the Mihu Yehudi controversy. This 
was the cry of outrage over the 
newly drafted Law of Return that 
granted instant citizenship to all 
"Jewish" olim without differen
tiating between true converts to 
Judaism and spurious ones con
verted by non-halachic means, 
courtesy of Reform and Conser
vative rabbis. How unfortunate that 
this anniversary should be marked 
by the Chief Rabbi of Israel, in ef
fect, opening the door wider to the 
acceptance of a deviationist group, 
implying that some Conservatives 
are acceptable, when they - the 
most "acceptable" of them all - are 
truly a most serious threat to a 
healthy Torah society. !.T. 
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Compatability of Freudian Thought 
and Torah Judaism 

To the Editor, 
In his article "Neshama in 

Golus," Yaakov Luban asserts that 
numerous factors have facilitated 
what he sees as the social upheaval 
of the past fifteen years. He believes 
that "the philosophical underpin
nings of Freudian psychology - or 
at least the popular conception of it 
- have played a distinct role in 
granting justification and sanction 
to the process." The author never 
supports his postulate with other 
than an exposition of this "popular 
conception." What is his evidence 
that this is so? Why in the past fif
teen years has Freud exerted such 
an influence on the Orthodox Jew 
when everywhere Freud's influence 
has been considerably diluted dur
ing the same period? I was also dis
tressed by the author's fallacious 
reasoning whereby he uses the arti
cle to debase Freudian thoughts as 
diametrically opposed to Jewish 
thought through the use of Freu
dian psychology as it is popularly 
understood. 

Being a psychoanalytically orien
tated therapist, a committed 
Orthodox Jew who is a former 
talmid of Beth Medrash Govoha, 
and one who has some success in 
treating a number of Orthodox Jews 
with some of Freud's methods, I 
find Mr. Luban's aim useless and 
self-defeating. Further, I question 
his assumption that Freudian 
thought is today popularly under
stood as an id-release (an idea of the 
1920' s) and would like to question 
his method of building a whole un
derstanding of Freudian psychology 
based on an archaic popular notion. 
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' 
What is implicit in Freud's theory 

and method is that man can engage 
in self-improvement, which hap
pens to be an idea more than accep
table to Judaism. As a matter of 
fact, lots of ideas which are inherent 
in a Jewish understanding of man 
make up the philosophical under
pinnings of Freud. That man can 
acquire a full measure of respon
sibility for his actions and that self
improvement comes through a 
painful process of being honest 
with oneself are a few more exam
ples of an understanding of man 
which is not incongruous with 
Jewish belief. 

Mr. Luban also states that "prior 
to Freud, conflicts arising from 
these forces (the id and super-ego) 
when in opposition were to be 
resolved in accordance with the 
religious beliefs of the individual. 
Freud, however, ... transferred it 
(the resolution of conflicts) to the 
domain of science." Mr. Luban 
implies that religion can resolve 
these conflicts when our Gedolim 
(e.g. Rav Moshe Feinstein in /g
groth Moshe, his latest volume,) 
recognize the need for psychiatrists 
and realize that conflicts are not 
resolvable with religious practice or 
philosophy as we can understand it. 

Would Mr. Luban, or any other 
clear thinking person, approve or 
tolerate debasing the Torah com
munity by using popular notions of 
what the Torah student is like, and 
thereby find the Torah community 
diametrically opposed to Jewish 
thought? 

... Unfortunately, there is a very 
small element in Yeshiva circles 
which has a need to view all of 
Freudian thought and other sources 
of secular knowledge as 

From Switzerland and the U.S. 
come these fine cheese 
delicacies. Made for Passover 
and throughout the year, from 
"CHOLOV YISROEL" (I 00% 
supervised kosher milk) to the 
highest standards of KASHRUTH 
and QUALITY. All under strictest 
Rabbinical supervision. 
•SWITZERLAND PORTION GRUYERE 
• SWITZERLAND SLICED 

EMMENTHALER 
• PROCESS AMERICAN SLICES 
• SLICED MUENSTER 
• SLICED EDAM 

Thurm Bros.- World Cheese Co., Inc. 
New York, N.Y. 10013 

The Sefer "Geder Olom" 
by the 

Chofetz Chaim, 
now available in 

English translation 
only $.35 per copy 

10 for $2.50 
write to: 

Zichron Shlomo Pub!. 
5 Beekman St, N.Y.C. 10038 
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LETTERS CONTINUED 

diametrically opposed to Judaism. 
It would probably be more useful 

and enlightening for Jewish 
Observer readers to get a clearer no
tion of what Freudian-orientated 
psychotherapy is all about. Dr. 
Mermelstein's "An Orthodox 
Psychotherapist Confesses" seemed 
to aim in that direction. Dr. 
Mermelstein' s article is the reflec
tion of a man's hard and honest 
endeavor to understand and utilize 
scientific knowledge in the service 
of his fellow co-religionists. 

AVRAHAM ISSEROFF, M. D. 
Lakewood, New Jersey 

•SLICED .AMEA1CAN 
• SUCED SWISS 
•SLICED MUENSTER 
•SLICED COLBY 
•BABY GOUDA 
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•CHEDDAR STICKS 
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BAR 
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CHEESE 
PlUSREW 
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•MUENSTER CHUNK 
•MOZZARELLA CHUNK 

Cheese lovers, have you been looking for kosner 
Colby or Cheddar. a kosher Baby Gouda or Hickory, 

Smoked Cheese? You'll find them under the "MIGDAL' 
brand. auahly cheese-tor Passover and throughout the year 

- under strictest Rabbinical supervision ol l('hal Adath Jeshurun 
(Rabbi Dr. Joseph Breuer), New York. 

Thurm Bros. World Ch...,.., Co., Im:., New Yark, N.Y. 10013 

Yaakov D. Luban Replies: 

1. It is generally recognized that 
the popular conception of Freudian 
psychology contributed to the per
missive character of our contem
porary society. See, for example, 
The Oxford History of the 
American People, by Samuel Elliot 
Morison (Chap. 53), A History of 
Western Morals, by Crane Brinton 
(Chap. 13 ), and Empire for Liberty, 
by Dumas Malone and Basil Rauch 
(Vol. 2, Chap. 16). While orthodox 
Freudian approaches have been 
challenged and criticized, Freud's 
understanding of man remains basic 
to many schools of personality 
theory. As such, Freud's influence 
is sufficiently potent to affect con
temporary values. 

2. My article is concerned with 
the conception of man as reflected 
in modern culture, as opposed to 
the contrasting Jewish perspective. 
The ability of the public to correctly 
interpret Freud is not here the issue, 
nor is there an implication that 
Freudian psychology and its pop
ular version are one and the same. 
Nonetheless, it should be 
recognized that it was Freud's un
derstanding of the superego which 
led to the popular belief that Freud 
advocated permissiveness. In the 
Freudian construct, the superego is 
seen as an inhibitor which imposes 
demands on the id that are foriegn 
to man's essential character. Man 
chooses to be moral, not because 
such behavior is harmonious with 
human nature, but only to avoid the 
displeasure of the superego's cen
sure. From this conception it fol
lows that happiness is most accessi
ble to one who is free to gratify his 
id impulses without the interference 
and condemnation of the superego. 
Freud's understanding of the 
superego, therefore, provided a 
philosophic foundation for the con
temporary permissiveness, and it is 
this comprehension which is the 
focal point of my article. 

3. My contention that Judaism 
and Freudian psychology are 
diametrically opposed in their view
points was made in regard to their 
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respective conceptions of the self. 
This does not imply that psy
chology is of no value in treating 
mental illness. My objection to 
Freud's transfer of id-superego con
flicts from the religious to the scien
tific domain is that psychology has 
traditionally tended to ignore moral 
issues by hiding behind a facade of 
scientific impartiality. 

Though psychology has much to 
offer, it must not be embraced with 
indiscriminate tolerance. Freud's 
omission of the neshama's effects 
from his model of the psyche and 
his failure to deal with the religious 
drives of man are serious deficien
cies in his system. In its present 
form, Freudian doctrine is unaccep
table to the Orthodox Jew without 
some revision of its basic tenets. 

YAAKOVDAVIDLUBAN 
Lakewood, New Jersey 

Agudah in Israel: An Inaccuracy 

To the Editor: 

In reference to Mr. Friedenson's 
article concerning Agudath Israel's 
participation in the Israeli govern
ment, I would like to bring to your 
attention the following: 

Mr. Friedenson mentions that the 
Neturei Karta broke with the 
Agudah when it was still under the 
leadership of Rabbi Moshe Blau. 
Although Rabbi Moshe Blau was 
recognized as a complete tzaddik, 
and as a man of awesome character, 
he did not have the final word on is
sues concerning forms of coopera
tion with irreligious elements. It 
was the distinguished gaon and 
tzaddik, Rabbi Yoseif Tzvi 
Dushinsky (who was appointed 
Rav in Jerusalem by the Agudah) 
and his Beis Din, led by the Gaon 
Rabbi Zelig Reuven Bengis, who 
were vested with the authority to 
pass the final judgment on these is
sues. There were a number of issues 
in which Rabbi Dushinsky sided 
with the Neturei Karla. 

One issue was the famous con
troversy surrounding the United 
Chamber of Social Relief, a com-
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mission in which the Agudah par
ticipated with irreligious elements 
in the allocation of funds for the 
needy. At a din Torah (19th Adar, 
1945), in which Rabbi Amram Blau 
and Rabbi Eliyahu Nachum Porush 
filed suit against Rabbi Moshe Blau, 
Rabbi Moshe Porush, and Dr. 
Yitzchok Breuer, Rabbi Dushinsky 
and his Beis Din ruled that the 
Agudah should withdraw from the 
commission at the earliest possible 
time. This din Torah took place 
when Rabbi Moshe Blau was still a 
member of the leadership of the 
Eida Hacharedis. 

HERSHEL SPIELMAN 

RABBI JOZEF KATZ 
83 Division A venue 

Response: 

The fact that Reb Moshe Blau 
was one of the most distinguished 
leaders of the century certainly did 
not place him above Din Torah. On 
the contrary, his respect for Gedolei 
Torah and daas Torah was unexcel
led. My intention in citing the cir
cumstance of the break between 
Agudah under Rabbi Blau and 
Neturei Karla was simply to 
demonstrate that the break was 
based on ideological differences 
rather than a lack of integrity 
implied by party status. 

JOSEPH FRIEDENSON 

AND MARK LOVlNGER 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211 

OF 

ALL LEADl:'JG HOTELS BANQUET HALLS 

AND JEWISH CENTERS AVAILABLE 

388-4204 388-3590 863-8892 

• Caterer for Agudath Israel Conventions and Dinners • 
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LETTERS CONTINUED 

Modern Israel: a Nole of Hope 

To the Editor: 

Your article about the failure of 
Zionism (Feb. '76) presented a very 
bleak picture of life among non
religious Israelis, and creates a terri
ble feeling of despondency. My 
answer is: "Don't despair! Things 
will change for the better!" The 
Prophets promise us that "From 
Zion, Torah will come forth." This 
is gradually coming true in our 
time, in Jerusalem and Bnai Brak, of 
course, but in even more places than 
that. 

I recently read in Der Algemeiner 
Journal that a well known non
orthodox kibbutz, which did not 
have a synagogue, decided to build 
one because the younger members 
of the kibbutz demanded it. The 
shul was put up in the center of the 
kibbutz. The men of the kibbutz 
then all celebrated their "Bar Mitz
va" for they hadn't had a Bar 
Mitzva when they became thirteen. 
Other kibbutzniks came from far 
and ·near to join the celebration. 
Several days later, the men went 
away for a few days to visit 
yeshivos and attend special lectures. 
They came back with new 
knowledge and a deeper commit
ment to Torah. 

I do not think we should blind 
ourselves to problems, but neither 
should we focus on them alone. 
Instead, we should work and pray 
that more kibbutzim will follow this 
inspiring ~xample. 

(Mrs.) K. KRASNER 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

--- ESTHER'S--
Dairy Restaurant 
165 Madison Avenue 

(at£. 32nd St.) 
New York City 

open 8 a,m. to 8 p.m. 
Only Cholov Yisroel 

Our lease has been renewed. 
We have not moved 
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Bikur Cholim and the Boys 

To the Editor: 
I would like to add a personal 

footnote to your recent feature on 
Bikur Cholim. 

Your "Thoughts of a ... Visitor" 
may give the reader the impression 
that this mitzva is the exclusive do
main of the girls. These last few 
years, Zeirei Agudath Israel has 
organized a Kriyas Megillah 
program for sick and elderly Jews. 

This year, over 250 Bnei Torah 
volunteered their time Purim Eve 
and during the day to give 
otherwise forgotten Jews the oppor
tunity to participate in the mitzva 
and joy of Purim. I am aware of one 
18 year-old volunteer who read the 
Megillah four consecutive times in 
Beth Israel Hospital in Manhattan. 

SHMUEL KRIEGER 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Editor: More on this activity can be 
found in the back pages of this is
sue. 
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Vice President-Board of Governors 

Sunday, May 9, 1976 

i"7tun ,i"K ·o ,iM:l ntuiD7 '1'< ci,:l 

at the New York Hilton 

The CetiolaiHatorah Boliril cif.Co.vernors 

bf·. Chinuch A tzmai,. requi?sl f/n1i •this. date 
be set asideforl<o:'i>od #atlirri1f.anil.for the 

· hi1>toric purpose of Chil'(lich ,.th,mai. 
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. !JD)IDK"11~; .,,::{\ "1"~K"1 ~;;i p K"l>'7lll FlKp-p 

FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LOOK FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN FISH 

MAKE SURE TO HAVE DAGIM 
AS YOUR YOM TOV DISH 

Fish Mish Cround \Vhite & Pike 

White Fish Steaks 
Flounder Fillets 

Sole Fillets 
White Fish Fillets 

Cod Fillets 
Canned Tuna & salmon 

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR FISHMISH RECIPES 

Besl Wishes for a niolll1 "11!1~ m 

DACIM TAHORIM CO., Inc., Brooklyn, New York 11204 

It happens 
• • every spr1ngt1me 

A young man's fancy turns to 
Camp Agudah (Ferndale, N.Y.) 

and the girls dream about 
Camp Bnos (Liberty N.Y.) 

where every day is a special event and every 
camper is a special child 

Doesn't your child deserve an exciting summer, 
chock full of great days, memorable nights, and 
inspiration that lasts a// winter long? 
Don't you? 

Phone (212) 964-1620 
or write: 

Camp Agudah I Camp Bnos 
5 Beekman St., NYC 

Non-profit educaUonal pro1ec1s of Agudarh Israel of Americ;i 

Come To 

WHY IS THIS CHILD 

DIFFERENT FROM 

OTHER CHILDREN? 

" Because this child may no longer have a Daddy who 
will take him to Shu! this Pesach or a Mommy to give 
her a Yom-Tov hug. 

Because this child may have some physical han· 
dicap that does not enable her to sit down with other 
children at a Seder table. 

Because this child may be an autistic little baby that 
requires earnest care and attention. 

Because this child may have emotional problems 
that require special love and affection. 

Mishkon tries to give these children the loving care 
that they so dearly need. 

Could there be a greater Mitzvah this Pesach than 
helping to wipe away a tear from a sorrowful face 
and making a little Jewish child radiant with hap· 
piness seated around the Seder table with his new· 
found brothers and sisters? 

Please help us to help our children - Your 
children - Hashem's children. 

Mishkon B'nai Yisroel, Inc. 
Mrs. Bathsheva Mandel, Founder and Executive Director 

4105-16th Avenue/ Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204 
(212) 851-6570 

Contributions are tax deductible 

k~r£~~try 
ARE YOU READY TO FORM 
A GROUP OF FOUR TO 

STUDY TORAH? 

For assistance write to: 

TORAH EDUCATION 
NETWORK 

Agudath Israel of America 
5 Beekman St. I NYC 10038 

Formerly Kosher King 
1501 Surf Ave , Coney Island 
Whitehead Hall Brooklyn College 
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i;;; KOSHER 
i!Y~ •• famous 

riC~ I . • I cheeses 

individually wrapped 

AMERICAN SINGLES 
m 6-!l-/(!./fi S/1ff< 

•SLICED SWISS •BABY GOUDA 

• SLICED MUENSTER •BABY MUENSTER 

•MUENSTER CHUNKS •CHEDDAR STICKS 

•SWISS CHUNKS 

PART SKIM MILK CHEESES . 

O.I EWI FARMER'S CHEESE, sliced in 16oz. package 
• ,. MOZZARELLA CHEESE-12 oz Packages 

SLICED BABY GOUDA 

RINDLESS-NO WAX TO PEEL 

For Institutions and Big Families 3 & 5 lb. Sliced 

AMERICAN CHEESES. SWISS, MUENSTER, EDAM & MOZZARELLA 

ALWAYS INSIST ON TAAM TOV CHEESES 

SYMBOL OF KASHAl.:!TH AND QUALITY 

Und11r supervision of Harav Eliezer Tarsis. N. Y 

BROOKLYN. NY 11223" (212) 376-5400 

~} -..,..
l<"!Vnl X!V',P oi;::in 

Chevra Kadisha 
Har Hamenuchot • Har Hazeisim 

Eretz Hachaim 
Burial in Jerusalem 

And All Cemeteries In Israel 

maalln Bakob€sh 
50Cl€tY 

26 CANAL ST. 
NEW YORK CITY 10002 

Day & Nite Phone 

233-7878 
In Canada: 

Montreal Tel.: 273-3211 

A GUIDE TO MEZUZAH 
by 

Rabbi Chaim Eliezer Twersky 
Mr:mber of the Lakewood Ko/el in lo~ Angeles 

This 40 page English Booklet 
explains the main points 
regarding Mezuzah, the basic 
laws regarding script, and 
points that the purchaser 
should be a~are of, in clear, 
easy to read language, with il
lustrations . 

Price $175 
Special discounts to schools and for 

quantity purchases 

Published by 

Vaad Mishmeres STaM 
5107 18th Av./Brooklyn, N.Y. 

11204 

Available at your focal bookseller,. from 
the Vaad, or from the following Lishka 

Hagahos (in Brooklyn): 
Doro Park 4810 16th Av. 
Williamsburg 
Flatbush 

202 Division Av. 
1791 Ocean Pkwy. 

HEIMANN'S 
BUS TOURS INC. 

99 Wilson St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211 
387·2114 or 387-3635 

ICC· MC130278 

CHARTERED BUSES 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

Ideal for senior citizen 
and youth groups 

WE HAVE A BUS TO MONTREAL 

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT 

TRADITION PERSONNEL - HCUC 
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"At Your Service With All Your Employment Needs" 
Need A Shomer Shabbos Job? 

Looking For A Shomer Shabbos Person? 

For Fast, Efficient and Courteous Service 
18 W. 45th St .. New York, N. Y .. 10036 • 563·3994 

Agudath Israel Defends Therapy 
Services to Non-Public Schools 

THE PRACTICE OF ASSIGNING dty 
school teachers to provide remedial reading 
and mathematics services in non-public 
schools was defended as "constitutional and 
just" by Dr. Bernard Fryshman, chairman of 
the Commission on Legislation and Civic Ac
tion of Agudath Israel of America. The state
ment of Agudath Israel, the major Jewish ad
vocate of government aid to Yeshiva and 
non-public school children, was in reaction 
to the announced suit in Manhattan Federal 
Court by the National Coalition for Public 
Education and Religious Liberty (PEARL), 
brought by its counsel Leo Pfeffer. 

Dr. Fryshman stated that the PEARL suit 
is "a deplorable attempt to deprive poor 
children of corrective and remedial services 
so that they should not go through life han
dicapped." He declared that these services 
"do not violate the May, 1975 ruling of the 
U.S. Supreme Court, because the public 
school teachers who are assigned to the non
public schools under Title I of the Federal 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
merely provide therapeutic aid to disadvan
taged children of a nature not provided by 
the non-public schools as part of their 
general academic curriculum." 

The Agudath Israel spokesman stated that 
"these remedial services should be continued 
on the non-public school sites in order to 
avoid dislocating a child from his normal 
educational milieu." If PEARL were to win 
this suit it would "create an unconscionable 
harm to the handicapped non-public school 
children who woulc;l be 'different' from their 
peers because they are compelled to spend 
part of their time in a different school," he 
charged. 

COLPA (National Jewish Commission on 
Law and Public Affairs) will represent the 
Orthodox Jewish community in the legal ac
tion which will be taken to counteract the 
PEARL suit. 

Zeiri Agudath Israel 
Brought Purim to 

Thousands of Infirm 
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
VOLUNTEERS, most of them Yeshiva stu
dents, fanned out to every major hospital, 
hundreds of private homes and senior 
citizens' centers to read the Megilla for thou
sands of elderly, sick and homebound, it was 
announced by Rabbi Yaakov Bender, ex
ecutive director of Zeirei Agudath Israel of 
America, the youth division of Agudath 
Israel of America. The ZAI project, launched 
last year, has enabled these unfortunate Jews 
to participate in the rich custom and joy as
sociated with the holiday of Purim. 
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Own a BEAUTIFUL SUMMER HOME 
in the New MONROE TORAH COMMUNl1Y 

for the price it costs you to rent! 

front view side view 

For the past three years a vibrant Summer Community of B'nei Torah has 
flourished in the Monroe Area. Blueberry Park has gained fame for its intensive 
Yeshivah program, exciting and dependable day camp, modern cottages, 
beautiful surroundings and recreational facilities, all in a unique Torah At
mosphere. 

*We are now offering for sale completely refurbished summer homes with 
modem kitchen, dinette, 2 bedrooms, oversized patio and landscaped lawn. The 
price is $2,500 and $1,250** yearly the next ten years. This includes all taxes, 
maintenance, utilities, Yeshivah, swimming and recreation, etc. (Price subject to 
change after June 1, 1976.) 

The renowned mechanech, Rabbi Yehuda Oelbaum is director of learning 
and actvities. 

We have engaged the services of ten outstanding Rabbeyim. Daily transporta
tion to N.Y.C., 50 minutes from G.W. Bridge. New wells. 3 large pools. Super
market on premises. Walking distance to Mikvah. 
* Subject to approval by local authorities *"'This consists of $800 for amortization plus $450 for the other costs. 

Call soon and come see us. 
(212) 923-5247 or 923-5180 
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Agudath Israel lo Honor 
Three Orthodox Activists 

THREE PROMINENT ORTHODOX 
Jewish community leaders will be feted at the 
54th Anniversary Dinner of Agudath Israel 
of America on Sunday evening, May 16th in 
the Grand Ballroom of the Commodore Hotel 
in New York City. Over 1,000 rabbinic and 
lay leaders from North America are expected 
to participate in the event. 

Alexander Hasenfeld, a respected sponsor 
of numerous Torah causes, will receive the 
prestigious Hagaon Rav Aharon Kotler 
Memorial Award for distinguished service to 
Torah. 

The "Shearis Hapleitoh" Man of the Year 
· Reb Elimelech Tress Memorial Award will be 

presented to Abraham Bleeman, an eminent 
lay leader of the Orthodox Jewish Com
munity of Toronto, president of the Ner 
Israel Rabbinical College in that city. 

The Moreinu Yaakov Rosenheim 
Memorial Award for,distinguished service to 
Agudath Israel will be bestowed upon 
Menachem Shayovich, former chairman of 
the organization's Commission on Legisla
tion and Civic Action. 

Pirchei Siyum Mishnayos 

On Shabbos evening, February 7th, 1,200 
children participated in the 13th Annual 
Siyum Mishnayos of the Pirchei Agudath 
Israel of America. This was the largest 
gathering in America of Jewish children 
where the entrance fee is knowledge of 
Torah. More than 80,000 Mishnayos were 
learned by the participants. Five boys knew 
between 1,000 and 1,&25 Mishnayos B' al Peh 
each. Children came from Montreal, Los 
Angeles, Boston, Brookline, Scranton, 
Kingston, Wilkes-Barre, Hartford, Norwich, 
Edison, So. Orange, Passaic. 
This year's champion Mishnayos student: 
Sholom Rackovsky of Monsey, N. Y. 

Rabbi Joshua Silbermintz, the National 
Director of Pirchei Agudath Israel, was 
honored by the Pirchei National Administra
tion for his untiring efforts on behalf of the 
Pirchei Agudath Israel for the past 36 years. 

Four additional Siyum Mishnayos 
Celebrations have been scheduled: The Mid 
Atlantic Regional Siyum took place in 
Baltimore, on February 14. The 3rd Annual 

Mid-Western Sigum was hosted by the 
Telshe Yeshiva in Wickliffe, Ohio on 
February 27-29. Hundreds of boys from 
Chicago, Toronto, Pittsburgh Akron and 
Cincinati, as well as from Cleveland par
ticipated. The weekend was highlighted by a 
Melava Malkah with over 600 attendants. 
Guest speaker was Rabbi Mordechai Gifter, 
Telzer Rosh HaYeshiva. 

Zalman Fishman, a 12 year old student at 
Telshe Yeshiva, was the winner. Zalman 
memorized and explained 800 mishnayos, 
earning him a 20 volume Shas. 

The Pacific Regional Siyum was scheduled 
to takE" place in Los Angeles on March 21. 
The Far Western Siyum is scheduled for Lag 
B' omer in Denver. 

Seeking Menahel 
Thriving Western Jewish com
munity (with Kolel) seeks ex
perienced Menahel for Yeshiva 
Ketana. Excellent salary. For par
ticu I ars, Write: The Jewish 
Observer - Classified, Box 31, 5 
Beekman Street, New York. 10038 

SARA SCHENIRER SEMINARY 
is now accepting applications for September 

to its spacious, up-to-date 

RESIDENCE HALL 
Out - of - town, in-town. and foreign students may apply in 
writing or may call between 10-5 (212) 633-8557. Brochures 
and literature will be sent upon request. 

.... Offering an experience that is rich and lasting ..... the Residence Hall is 
an enhancement and a complement to the classroom of Sara Schenirer Seminary, and 
provides the atmosphere in which Torah ethics and Torah awareness are maintained 
in daily life ... 

46 

Room and board in spacious living quarters in the heart of Baro Park, with personal needs, 
both spiritual and material, of Seminary students fully provided at very minimal cost. 

Seminary Program - a two year program of intensive study under 
the guidance of a renowned staff - with the singular purpose of preparing young 
women for a life motivated by Torah thought and Torah ethics. Registration in all 
departments is now in progress. 

High School I Day Seminary I Night Seminary 

4622-14th AVENUE I BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11219 I TELEPHONE 633-8557-8 
Rabbi M. Meisels, Dean 
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Gedolei Torah Issue Call For Help for 
Chinuch Atzmai - Torah Schools for Israel 

Making ends meet - so difficult in crisis-ridden Israel - has become 
impossible for Chinuch Atzmai: the network of the expanded 250 Torah 
Schools, serving large metropolitan areas and tiny yishuvim, from Kiryat 
Shmone in the North to Dimona in the Negev, meeting the educational 
needs of pre-schoolers through Mesivta and Bais Yaakov students - plus 
extra-hours enrichment classes and special programs for Russian olim ... 

TORAH SCHOOLS FOR ISRAEL 

Two of Israel's most venerable Torah Giants, the Steipler Gaon, Hagaon 
Reb Yisroel Yaakov Kanievsky, """''"'and the Ponovezher Rosh Hayeshiva, 
Hagaon Reb Elazer Menachem Man Schach, """''"'- issued an appeal to all 
who hold Torah dear and all who support Torah in every land: (excerpts of 
their letter, shown at left) 

"We tum to you on behalf on Chinuch Atzmai, which was founded by the 
Gaonim of our Land, - which Rav Aharon Kotler7":<T guided with such 
mesiras nefesh . .. It is currently in extremely desperate financial straits, facing a 
deficit of 9 million Israeli pounds, over and above government subsidies. 
Chinuch Atzmai's many enrichment programs, which are so vital for preparing 
talmidim for continuation at higher levels, are threatened with being shut 
down because of this shortage of funds. 

"In these times, when so much has been lost, we must do our utmost to 
save Chinuch Atzmai for the sake of perpetuating Torah in the Holy Land. All 
who value Torah have an obligation to join in this effort." 

- Elazar Menachem Men Schach - Yaakov Yisroel Kanievsky 
TORAH SCHOOLS FOR ISRAEL • CHINUCH ATZMAI IS 

• 124 Kindergarten and day care centers. 
• Full day program of quality religious and secular elementary educa-

tion in Beth Jacob and boys' Torah Schools. 
• Regional junior high schools, with dormitory facilities. 
• Yeshivot Erev-Aftemoon and evening study programs. 
• New educational programs for special children. 
• Free lunches and dinners for needy students. 
• Extra month of sessions followed by resident and day camp programs 

throughout the summer. 
• Special teachers and counselors for Russian immigrants and 

educationally deprived children. 
• Teachers institute in Jerusalem and educational college in Chazon 

Yecheskel. 
• 2500 dedicated teachers and adminstrators. 
Projected budget for current school year. 80,000,000 Israeli Pounds. 

How You can help: 

156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10010 
Gentlemen: 

0 $6,000 - Supports a Yeshivat Erev school of evening 
classes in your name for an entire year. 

I hereby pledge the sum $ .............. as my contribution in 
answer to the call of the Gedolim. 

0 Amount enclosed 0 Kindly mail statement 

Name ................................................................................... . 
Address ................................................................................. . 
City, State, Zip ..................................................................... . 
Contributions are tax deductible BK-E0-60-46 

0 $1,000 - Nasi Layom: Join the prestigious Presi· 
dent's Club by supporting Chinuch Atzmai's 
educational program for one day. 

0 $180 - Sponsors a child, underwriting all his needs 
including lunch and milk. 

0 $100 - Enrolls you as a member in Chinuch Atzmai. 



a significant, engrossing, 
and stimulating 
addition to · 
their store of 
Jewish 
knowledge. 

By the same 
authors and 
publishers who 
brought y0u the 
milestone publication 
of Megillas Esther. 


